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MAKE A MONSTER MOVIE
by
Lee Fanning

Inspired by the film “Byron Wilborn & His Property
Line”; and the unpublished “Being Vernon”, an account
of that film’s production, by Keith Penich
For Kerry Sims
EXT. POND - DAY
BLOOD creeps up from bog-like depths as the opening
titles read
BYRON WILBORN
AND HIS PROPERTY LINE
A CALEB APPLEBEE FILM
SMASH CUT TO:
EXT. PASTURE - DAY
BOOTS stomp harshly over the neglected overgrowth of
the lonely pasture. They’re big boots, army-issue,
laced taught to mid-shin, where jeans tucked in
tight escape their asphyxiating grasp. The jeans’
run northward is short, however, interrupted by a
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potbelly waist that protrudes over them; this bulbous
gut stretches out the green and white plaid cotton
shirt that swallows it. Finally, jutting up from the
shirt’s broken, twisted collar is the hard face of
the owner of these disparate parts-- BYRON WILBORN.
Age? 50’s. Balding. Thick beard and angry eyes--

“Caleb, the beard won’t stay on.”

Ryan, who is really a 14-year-old fresh-faced kid
barely wider than Slenderman, struggles with the
scratchy stage makeup his friend Bennett pawned off
on him. The young actor rests a prop shotgun between
his legs (once a toy, with its regulation orange cap
shaved and painted to match the black barrel), freeing
his hands to grapple with the fake beard. The rest of
his costume fits the script’s description close enough,
if not for an obvious pillow protrusion-- supposedly
his gut-- that sticks out awkwardly beneath his plaid
trappings, making him look like an underage Santa
Claus.
Bennett, who is supposed to be handling the
wardrobe, props, snacks, first aid and sound
requirements of this entire shoot, is doing none of the
above, instead preoccupied with placating the two
quarter horses who really own this pasture with a bag
of Granny Smiths.
With Thomas still back at the house helping Walt
prepare for the next scene, Caleb is stuck with these
two. The tall, too-smart-for-his-own-good director
looks up from his cheap camcorder, adjusts his cheap
tripod, and surveys his friend’s cheap makeup and
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costume.
“Did you put on the spirit gum first?” he asks.
“Spirit gum?” Ryan asks back.
“There’s gum?” Bennett asks in abrupt excitement.
“If we feed it to my uncle’s horses, we can make them
talk like Mr. Ed!”
“Mr. Ed?” responds Ryan with yet another question.
“Ahhh!” shrieks Caleb, stopping the volley. “It’s not
chewing gum. It’s just sticky stuff.” He examines the
wayward wad of stage hair.
“Exactly how necessary is this, Caleb?” bats Ryan.
“Very. It’s an important part of Byron’s character.
See, he’s a hard man who hides behind things-- like
his property rights, his ignorance-- his beard is just an
expression of that.”
Ryan looks to his friend dumbfounded.
“It’s a metaphor.”
Ryan rolls his eyes. “Caleb. No offense, but, you sure
you aren’t getting a little carried away with this? The
plan was to make a tongue-in-cheek, so-bad-it’s-good
monster movie for our subscribers to make fun of;
not the next Shape of Water.”
“It can be both, Ryan. Trust me. We can have fun
and still have something to say.”
Ryan shrugs, not quite convinced. Caleb has only
made a bigger mess of the beard. “Come on, Bennett.
This is supposed to be your job!”
Bennett nods, pats the mare nearest him, and steps
away-- the horses greet the abrupt movement with
disapproving snorts. He freezes as they crowd over to
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him, and then watches helplessly as they attack his
apple bag.
“Um…”
“Throw the bag!” commands Ryan.
“Oh yeah!”
Bennett aims high and hurls high… but not very
far, and the three boys must suddenly dodge bombdiving green apples. As the sky clears, the horses move
to take care of the mess, gorging themselves on the
bounty-- right in the middle of the shot Caleb has been
staging for the last half hour. He glares directorially at
Ryan and Bennett.
“I’m just going to move the camera.”
EXT. PASTURE - DAY
Byron walks, shotgun in hand, through the partlytamed wilderness, surveying his property for anything
that doesn’t belong-- litter, footprints, animals-when: SQUISH!
Byron lifts his left boot, and sees he’s stepped in
something smelly.
BYRON
BLAST IT! Ya Mutts! I’ll get ya,
ya hear me?!
He shakes his shotgun angrily in the air.
EXT. CAMPSITE - DAY
Byron steps onto the remains of an abandoned camp
site. Empty soda cans and other trash are strewn
about around a shallow hole in the ground filled with
ashes.
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Byron kneels, irate, examining the mess and shaking
his head, uneasy. From his back pocket, he removes a
candy bar, takes a tense bite, and chows down, but
seems no less on fire.
BYRON
Blasted kids… knew I shoulda
checked out here Saturday….Kids
are always out here Saturdays….
This ain’t no blasted public
campgrounds, ya hear me!
EXT. PASTURE - DAY
Byron walks again, looking for more
and more and more and more signs of
vandals and transgressions and--

“Caleb, I thought this was a monster
movie.”
“Okay, I CUT Ryan. Since you decide
NOW is the time to talk about the
script.”
“I’m just saying. Where’s the
monster?”
“Don’t you get it. You’re the monster!”
Ryan just glares at his friend.
“I thought Walt was the monster.”
“I’m talking metaphor here, man.”
“Ladies and gentlemen--” It’s
Thomas-- curly haired, compact, but
bounding with sarcastic energy-beside a towel draped figure, slumped
shoulders of shame. On a normal day,
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this was Walt-- slightly tanner, slightly cooler than
the rest of this friends. On a normal day.
“All right!” cheers Caleb, “let’s see it!”
“Yes. Let’s see this,” echoes Ryan, but more sinister.
“I’m not taking off the towel!” Walt protests.
“Walt, honey,” mockingly coos Thomas, “don’t be
shy. You were a lot of work.”
“You can’t make me do this!”
“The time to get out of this was hours ago,” warns
Caleb. “We’re on a schedule here, man.”
“Fine!”
With an abrupt yank, Walt reveals the grotesque
wad of cheap Halloween make-up, cardboard and
spray-painted newspaper he’s become-- the pond
monster. Over his face, a crudely glued mask with
bulbous black eyes that were once ping pong balls; a
sharp nose and lumpy “skin”, painted to match Walt’s
own complexion (at least close enough to pass on a
cheap camcorder); a bald cap; globs of fake blood; and
mock gills attached to his neck.
The rest of Walt’s “costume” required very little
makeup-- or anything else for that matter. Aside from
some poorly dyed tighty-whities (that matched Walt’s
skin about as well as the paint on the mask), the rest
was pure Walt. That’s right. Caleb’s pond monster was
half-papier-mâché, half-nude teenager.
“Wow!” exclaims Caleb.
“WOW,” echoes Ryan, but in a now more consoling
tone. Bennett seems to echo this sentiment with his
silent expression.
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“It turned out great, huh?” says Thomas, glowing.
“Took long enough, but we got a muck monster.”
“Great work-- let’s go ahead and do his reveal scene!”
Caleb is ecstatic. “Walt, let’s get you placed in the
pond-- follow me!”
“Who said that?” Walt bobs his head about, listening
for the sound.
“I did,” offers Caleb.
“Who?”
Caleb looks to Thomas quizzically, who looks away.
“I couldn’t figure out how to hide the eye holes.”
“So I can’t see a thing,” Walt admits.
The four whose sight was not sacrificed for greater
artistic expression share unnerved glances. Caleb just
shrugs.
“Should be all right. I don’t think you need to be able
to see for the scene.”

The team restages at a nearby pond, which is

not nearly as bog-like as Caleb had envisioned, but he
is, as always, undeterred. With Thomas and Bennett’s
help, Walt hobbles himself to the near edge of the
water and kneels in a thicket of cattails and weeds
amid much complaining and wildly inaccurate bug
swats. The weeds might itch, but they serve Caleb’s
purposes-- it informs the audience this was indeed
a pond monster (and not simply a pasture monster,
which he insists would look quite different); it keeps
the creature shrouded in mystery; and let’s face it, it
helps hide the tighty-whities.
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“Okay, this is the discovery scene-- so Ryan, let’s get
you right in front of me-- we’re going to shoot over
your shoulder. Walt, you doing all right down there?”
“Screw you, Caleb.”
“Awesome. Hold tight!”
In his own little world, Bennett quietly and
secretively retrieves another bag of apples from a
rolling cooler.
EXT. POND - DAY
Byron cautiously approaches the edge of the pond, gun
ready, curious of overheard sounds. There he sees an
injured, humanoid fish-like creature, curled up on the
bank. Byron raises his gun. He thinks it’s a man.
BYRON
Alright… out, now!
The creature looks up at Byron, and suddenly
SCREECHES. It’s a shrill, bellowing shriek, inhuman
and agonizing. Regardless, Byron doesn’t seem to
notice anything unusual about him.
BYRON
I don’t want to hear it, now,
let’s go! This here’s private
property!
The creature motions its claw-like hands to the
bleeding gills on its neck. It reaches out to Byron,
as if pleading for help, but Byron stands firm.
BYRON
I said let’s go!
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CRUNCH!

The sound resonates throughout the entire pasture.
Caleb flicks off his headphones, looks up from his
camera’s viewfinder, annoyed.
“CUT! Bennett-- this is a take, man!”
Bennett eyes the half-eaten apple in his hand.
“Oh. Duh. Sorry.”
“Okay. Let’s take it back. Ryan, we’ll start with
Byron saying ‘I said let’s go!’”
“Word.”
“Caleb, hurry it up man,” complains Walt, “there’s
stuff crawling all over me!”
“All right, Ryan,” Caleb continues, ignoring his
monster, “and action!”
Ryan, now Byron, steps towards Walt, now pond
monster. He motions with his gun at the helpless
creature.
“I said let’s go!”
“CUT!!! I said this is a take, Bennett!”
“Hey, I didn’t do anything!”
Caleb glares at Bennett, then places both hands on
either side of his headphones, observing the sound.
“I hear something-- wait. It’s a rumbling?”
“A rumbling?” Thomas asks. The others look
around.
“What’s going on?” Walt protests. “What the crap
guys?! HELLO?!”
Ryan sees something. “Um. Caleb.”
“Shh-shh-shh. I think, it’s--”
Suddenly, the source of the RUMBLING becomes
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quite clear-- except, it’s not a rumble at all. It’s a
GALLOP.
“HORSES!” shouts Caleb, “Full speed charge!”
“Look out everybody!” warns Ryan.
“Guys! Guys!” Walt is in a panic.
“You’ll be fine dude, you’ll--” Thomas begins, then,
“AAAHHH!!”
“AAAAAHHHHHH!!!!” echoes Walt.
Bennett looks to the new bag of Granny Smiths in
his hand. “They want the apples!”
“Then give ‘em the apples!” commands Ryan.
Bennett drops the bag and scurries to join his
clustering friends-- all but Walt-- as they escape the
hysterical charge. Walt, all alone, dares not move-instead, he buries his head into his chest and curls
into fetal position. Thankfully, Bennett’s sacrifice
quiets the horses’ wrath, for now. They slow their
charge and begin devouring the new apples. No one
moves.
“Guys! Guys, are you going to help me?!” Walt is
still in hysterics, despite his defensive pose.
“Hang in there, Walt,” Caleb assures. “Once the
horses are gone, we’ll head over--”
“OKAY THAT’S IT!”
Walt sharply stands, ripping off the mask, the bald
cap, the cheap make-up.
“I’m done! You said this was a MONSTER movie,
Caleb-- you know, where I get to rip off limbs and
eat people and destroy downtown Tokyo! But then
you gotta go and make it all arty and dumb and I’m
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in my freaking underwear just so I can like die and be
pathetic and-- this is ridiculous man! Why can’t you
be normal!?”
He throws the mask at Caleb and the rest of his
squatting companions, then swivels back fearlessly
past the horses, up the brush from the pond. He snags
one of the few remaining apples in stride, and with a
single wipe across his bare chest, takes a bite, hard, as
if to threaten his friends with his wildness.
“But Walt, we’re almost finished here man!” Caleb
protests.
“Someone else can be your monster.” Walt
punctuates the last word with air quotes, then with a
glare, continues on his way.
“Ryan’s playing the monster,” Caleb mumbles to
himself.
“No, I’m Byron.”
“I said metaphorically.”
Another moment and Walt is gone. Caleb, Ryan,
Thomas and Bennett share a look.
“Well,” offers Thomas, “what are we gonna do now?”
Caleb kneels, picks up the mask. He looks to Thomas.
“Wait a minute. No-no-no-no-no.”
Caleb just smiles.

After his own transformation, Thomas settles

blindly in the cattails and weeds awaiting his
monster movie debut. The mask, damaged during
Walt’s tirade, is bent and tattered and crooked, but
still enough intact for the scene. Paler and shorter
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than the original muck monster, the clashing shades
of the mask and a new pair of makeshift briefs with
Thomas’ skin color are more obvious, but at this point
it’s of little concern to the indomitable director.
“Okay, we’ll start it back from the top, Ryan,”
Caleb directs. Ryan nods, readies his gun. Thomas,
meanwhile, gyrates his upper body as Walt did, but
not quite as refined. It’s more abrupt and jerky, less
calculated.
“Okay, ready Thomas?”
“Wait a minute-- there’s something buzzing around
me.” His gyrations continue with even more fury.
“Sounds good man, use it!” encourages Caleb,
“Alright, ACTION!”
Ryan steps forward. “All right… Out, now!”
“AAAAAHHHHH!!!!!” Thomas screams bloody
murder.
“CUT!” Caleb considers a moment. “I like the energy,
Thomas, but it really should be more a shriek than a
scream.”
“No, you idiot, something STUNG me!”
Thomas, as irate as the previous muck monster,
rips off his mask and examines the wound on his
shoulder.
“For crying out loud!” complains Thomas. Caleb
sighs.
“Bennett, get the first aid kit so we can get back to
shooting--”
“Are you serious right now?” Thomas is incensed.
“Yeah. Thomas, we’ll get you taken care of and get
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everything shot--”
“That’s it. Now I QUIT!” Thomas hurls the mask at
Caleb. “Never again, Caleb. Never doing you a favor
again! And you know what else-- Walt was RIGHT.
This isn’t an awesome terrible movie. This is just
LAME.”
“But what about the scene?”
It’s too late, Thomas is gone. Ryan slides over,
furrows his brow. He nods to Bennett, who is elbow
deep-- possibly stuck-- in a Pringles can.
“Think Bennett’ll do?” Ryan asks. Caleb considers.
The pair stare. Bennett senses this. He looks back, arm
still buried.
“What?”

“Okay, Bennett, you read the script right?

You know what to do?”
Bennett nods-- in the wrong direction-- but it
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counts. Caleb guides him into proper position, does
his best to fix the deteriorating mask that likely can’t
stand many more abrupt departures of cast members.
Bennett looks about as silly and mismatched and odd
and cheap as the make-up’s previous tenants, with
one important difference-- he has no shame.
“All right, back to first positions everyone. Bennett-I think we should have done this the whole time-you’re a natural!”
Bennett smiles and offers a thumbs-up-- behind
him and to the pond-- but it still counts.
“Okay, Ryan-- ACTION!”
Ryan, now Byron, again approaches, gun in hand.
“All right.... Out no---” He looks to Caleb. Caleb looks
back to him. Bennett remains frozen, waiting for his
cue.
“Sorry-- did you finish the line?” he asks.
“Um, Bennett,” begins Ryan.
“Do you have… allergies?” finishes Caleb.
Because his entire neck, chest and back are swollen
in a vibrant red rash.
“Hey guys, is it just me, or is it itchy down here all
of a sudden!?”
Caleb just slaps his forehead.

He knew, eventually, this is how it was going

to be. This is his story, and if he wants to tell it, and
tell it the right way, it’s going to have to be HIM in his
tighty-whities flailing mad blind on the banks of the
bog. Everyone else just wants to remake Troll 2, or
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Plan Nine from Outer Space, or something, somehow,
much worse. But not Caleb. He’s convinced they could
have it both ways-- say something that’s both dumb
and meaningful, fun and thoughtful. And if no one
else could see it, he’d make it without them.
“Okay, how’s the frame look?” Caleb asks Ryan, in
the wrong direction.
“How should I know. You told me not to leave my
mark.”
“Well now I’m telling you to check the frame!” Caleb
flails his arms wildly, Muppet-style. Ryan shrugs,
kicks into the dirt to mark his place, then ambles to
the camera.
“It’s okay,” he assures, “actually, no--go like two feet
back.”
“What?”
“Take like two steps back, closer to the--”
SPLASH! Almost instantly, Caleb crashes, back first,
into the pond. Ryan smirks. A little too easy. It would
have been funnier if his poor director wasn’t such a
ripe, blind target.
“Oh, I love it, having me start in the water is a great
idea!” Caleb exasperates. Ryan shakes his head, now
finding the whole prank completely humorless.
“I think we’re ready--” Ryan stops, suddenly, as
three figures-- armed-- move deliberately towards
them. Young men hungry for revenge.
“What?” Caleb probes, “Something the matter? Are
the horses back?”
Walt, who leads the charge, pats the oversized barrel
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of his .50 caliber air-powered paintball gun and holds
a finger to his lips at Ryan. Ryan doesn’t move.
“Hello?! Ryan? Ryan, did you leave--”
“We’re all good, Caleb.” Ryan gulps, then moves
back into position.
“Let’s wait ‘til he’s out in the open,” Walt whispers
to his conspirators. “We don’t want him diving in
the water for cover.” Thomas nods with a side smirk.
Bennett-- who, admittedly, is just along for the ride-smiles, but not quite as sadistically.
“I’m ready Caleb,” Ryan calls.
“All right--- ACTION!”
EXT. POND - DAY
Byron steps closer to the flailing creature.
BYRON
I said let’s go!
The creature continues to screech and languish. It
reaches out to Byron; Byron stands firm.
The creature, realizing this beast of a man has no
plans-- nor means-- to help it, turns back towards
the pond, to return whence it came. Byron flinches-he can’t let this trespasser get away that easily.
BYRON
You’ll listen to me when I’m
talking to you!
Byron charges. He grabs the creature’s feet and
aggressively yanks it away from the pond. He begins
to drag the creature, now screeching and struggling
more desperate than ever. Despite this, Byron does
not waiver.
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BYRON
Aww, stop your whinin’! This
here is private property! You’re
lucky I ain’t doin’ worse!
The creature tries to kick free its feet; claw at
Byron’s hands; hold onto weeds, grass, the very
ground-- nothing stops Byron. He drags. And drags.
And drags.
The creature tries to scream; it’s suffocating. It
grasps at its throat, at its bleeding gills.
And falls limp. It stops struggling.
Byron stops, looks back at him.
BYRON
Ya ready to act like you got
sense now, boy-Byron sees the creature’s black eyes have glazed
over. He kneels, examining at its twisted facial
features, as if realizing its inhumanity for the first
time.
BYRON
Boy…?
Byron considers. He removes the candy bar from his
back pocket. He takes a long, deep, calculating bite.
Still chewing, he thinks aloud.
BYRON
You was some kinda… some kinda
miracle, weren’t you….
Somethin’... No one else has ever
seen….
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He considers, a long moment. Then a proud, dead cold
smile creeps across his harsh face.
BYRON
And you was on MY property!

Ryan rounds out the scene, still in
character as he gleefully chuckles at
his supernatural find, either unaware
or unconcerned that his actions have
led to the poor creature’s demise.
He only cares that this monster has
happened past his property line--and
that that little technicality made this
creature, in his mind, just as much
his as everything else. And what a
special thing to own.
Walt, Thomas and even Bennett
are stunned by the scene. Maybe it’s
because none of them had actually
read the script; or maybe it’s because
they’d never expected their weirdo
friend to make a cheap monster
movie with such heart and striking
human commentary--but all three of
them, in their own way, are touched,
disturbed, and engaged. Maybe they
don’t quite understand what it is
Caleb wants to say with this strange
little monster movie--but they are
captivated. And moved.
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“Oh,” remarks Thomas, a eureka moment, “RYAN’S
the monster. Get it?”
Walt and Bennett nod, lost in similar moments of
quiet consideration. “What a twist!” offers Bennett.
Caleb--intrigued by the unexpected commentary-sits up and peeks out from under his mask. Ryan looks
to him approvingly, smiles sincerely. “It’s a metaphor.
I get it. Nice, Caleb.”
Caleb then spots the trio of armed former cast
members, and is both perplexed and unnerved.
“Guys? What are you doing out here?”
“That was pretty awesome, man,” Thomas offers.
“Yeah,” agrees Walt. “Good job.”
Caleb looks at them cautiously. “Um, thanks.”
Walt jostles his paintball gun. “So, you done?”
“We need to get close ups.”
“Cool,” says Walt. He locks and loads. “We can wait.”

And they enjoyed watching his art.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Making a movie is hard business! It requires lots of
coordination between many talented people, and also a
delicate balance of technical and artistic skill. One fun
fact about filmmaking-- did you know that scenes and
even shots in scenes are shot many times, from many different angles, and often “out of order”? It takes a lot of
time and effort to get a shot setup just right, so filmmakers must maximize their efficiency between setups. This
means, sometimes, you might shoot the last scene-- or
even last shot-- first!

DISCUSSION
“Going against the grain”-- or doing something you
feel is important that isn’t popular-- can be challenging,
but for Caleb it was worth it. Can you think of a time
when you had to do something differently than your
friends did because you didn’t feel like they were in the
right? Caleb is also so focused on making his monster
movie he’s sometimes inconsiderate of his friends. Can
you list some of the ways Caleb was selfish, and what he
could have done differently to be a better friend?
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WHY DO WE LIKE MONSTERS?
By Caleb, Super Science Showcase Staff
Do you know what the greatest movies of all time
are? No, I’m not talking about Marvel movies (let’s have
some historical perspective for cryin’ out loud). No,
not Star Wars. Not even movies by Pixar. That’s right,
Disney, you may own everything, but you don’t own
the greatest movies of all time-- MONSTER movies!
Godzilla. It. Frankenstein. Dracula. The Mummy. The
Creature from the Black Lagoon! Whether they’re
depicted as misunderstood good guys are just pure
evil, stories about monsters have been around
forever-- and we can’t seem to get enough of them.
But why?
One reason is that when we see monsters-- or
anything scary really-- we can experience the welldocumented “fight or flight” response (also called
hyperarousal). See, when we’re threatened in some
way, even if it’s just vicariously, then our body releases
a stream of hormones and chemicals that heighten
our awareness and allow us to move more quickly,

either towards a threat to neutralize it (fight), or
away from a threat, in order to avoid it (flight). This
state of hyperarousal results in our breath becoming
a bit faster, our hair on the back of our neck standing
up, and an increase in our reaction times. While
a real threat is no fun, an imagined threat can be-because you get to feel the threat even though you
know that threat isn’t real.
Another reason we like monsters is probably
because they can invoke what is known as our
sympathy response. Some scientists believe this
response is driven by the brain and in particular
mirror neurons: that is, neurons that purposefully
provide us with a similar feeling to the one we feel
sympathy for-- in other words, if we see someone
sad, we feel sad. This belief says that mirror neurons
have been useful in helping us continue as a species,
because if we feel sympathy for others we are more
likely to help them in life threatening situations, a
trait that helps us all, as a species, survive. We all
experience this sympathy response, but it is not as
well understood as hyperarousal-- some scientists
believe it is more of a learned response than a true,
naturally occuring human emotion. Whatever the
scientific reason, it is still a very real part of being
human. Reading a sad book or watching a sad movie
where, say, a monster is misunderstood, helps us
to understand its plight, and gives us a greater
satisfaction in experiencing the story.
Another reason we like monsters? They’re so

different from us, and thus unusual and interesting
due to this unfamiliarity. This is particularly true
for exotic legendary creatures such as the Loch
Ness Monster, or Bigfoot. These fascinate us, partly,
because of the mystery surrounding them-- some
people think these creatures actually exist, while
science has yet to find any empirical proof. It’s also
fun to read about these types of monsters because,
whether you believe in them or (you’re a lame
weirdo and) you don’t, it’s interesting to see how the
researchers-- both the true believers and the nonbelievers-- come to their conclusions.
So why do I like monsters so much? Because,
even though they aren’t real (probably...), there’s
something-- relatable about them. They’re different
from us, sure-- but exploring the different ways
fantasy creatures can differ from us-- and, perhaps
more importantly, how they are like us-- gives us a
fun and interesting way of examining who we are as
humans, and what makes our condition so unique-and, sometimes, allows us to see the dark depths to
which we are capable. Remember, in my film, the
monster wasn’t the monster-- the man was.
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TRANSPORT INFINITE HORIZON, IN ORBIT.
RECREATION BRIDGE.

The Recreation Bridge is a hive of ac-

tivity: color, lights, and cadets everywhere winding
down after intensive training slots. Young people
from all over the world, and Earth’s orbital city New
Geo too, make up the LightSpeed Pioneers elite. None
of them are older than 20, and all of them are reaching the peak of their game. The transport ship is now
the furthest the cadets have ever been from home:
orbiting another planet. Its viewing ports look down
on Mars, brooding and dangerous. Just being there is
a miracle. But most cadets are too occupied to take
any notice. They’re glued to the holograms that line
the interior wall hosting interactive 3D games, movies and news broadcasts. They’re walking, laughing,
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sitting, eating. They’re absorbed in high-stakes sports
matches made more exciting by specialist gravity
controls.
A soccer ball soars through the air and breaks
through the soft containment field directing the gravity on the pitch. It crashes through a news hologram,
the anchor unflinching.
“...as more protests turned violent today near UN
Headquarters in Manhattan,” she’s saying.
“Hey!” someone yells, annoyed.
The soccer ball falls with a plop and a small redfaced girl rushes over to fetch it. She grabs it and
scuttles away under the glare of the few older cadets
who are interested enough to watch the program. Not
many are.
“Demonstrators clashed with local law enforcement while protesting the controversial “Final Frontier” Trade Agreement,” the hologram anchor is surrounded by a 3D news video, “expected to catalyze
foreign investment in US-based space exploration.
The protesters, many of whom identified themselves
as part of the growing “Homesteader” movement…”
A fire-haired cadet is standing by the large circular
glass viewing port which takes up the far wall near
to the hologram broadcast. She’s locked in a thoughtful gaze of the impressive view of Mars. Gina Gerig.
As the anchor mentions the Homesteaders, she turns,
intrigued.
“...fear the agreement will push even more resources out of the hands of the world’s poor and needy,” the
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anchor goes on.
Gina frowns. An image of a young male protester,
sign in hand, floats behind the anchor.
“We got too many problems here!” He’s shouting,
his face passionate, a crowd of cheering followers behind him. “We don’t belong out there! Our world-- our
destiny-- is right here!” They shake their placards as
the view of the hologram pans out to include them
in more detail. There’s a sea of people, all sharing the
same determined expression.
Gina turns back to the viewport and gazes out
across the great red planet below. The ship’s orbit
seems so slow from where she stands, but she knows
it’s going at thousands of miles per hour.
“Hard to believe there can be that much unrest
back home, up here,” a voice at her shoulder makes
her jump. Jonah-- blonde-haired, athletically built.
He stands beside her and gazes out at Mars with her.
“You’re late,” he says eventually. “Again.”
“Then so are you,” Gina responds without looking
at him, lost in the pattern of crater-mottling on the
surface of the planet below.
“What’s up?” says Jonah.
Through the window, Mars seems to ask the same
question.
“It took us 200,000 years to get here,” says Gina.
“Wow. I must have slept right through that,” Jonah
butts in. He smiles. She ignores him.
“I mean, people. We haven’t even been off the earth
200 years. Not even a fraction of that time.”
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The soccer ball, making another break for freedom,
rolls by Jonah and he kicks it back towards the game
impatiently.
“Just waxing historic, or is there some point to all
this?” he says, betraying his frustration.
“Forget it,” says Gina, sighing.
“Come on, you’re late for a briefing,” Jonah insists,
“gotta give me more than that.”
“Sometimes the Homesteaders make a lot of sense,”
Gina says carefully, aware that she’s referring to a
group whom many would consider its most extreme
followers terrorists. “What if we don’t belong out
here?”
Jonah scoffs, but stops when he sees Gina’s sharp
glare in the reflection of the viewing window.
“And who decides that?” he says. “A bunch of fanatics?”
“No,” Gina stares back at him defiantly. “The Universe. Fate.” Her expression dares him to mock her.
“Well I don’t believe in Fate,” Jonah says matter-of-factly, turning towards her. “And the only rules
the Universe cares about are called Physics. There are
no uncertainties, Gina, only facts. And fear.” He rubs
the back of his neck, frowning.
Gina shakes her head, eyes still focused on the window.
“I said forget it,” she says, irritated.
Jonah considers for a second, looking back out of
the window again. “Look, last week’s mission-- that
wasn’t all on you,” he says after a pause.
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This time it’s Gina’s turn to scoff.
“You think that’s what this is about-- that I’m just
some whino who can’t shake a loss?” she snorts.
“Hey, that’s not fair,” says Jonah.
“It’s not about anything like that, Jonah. It’s--” she
deflates. “Can’t we just drop it? We’re late.” She turns
away from the window and makes to leave.
“Look, maybe it’s not what’s got you down,” Jonah
stops her, “but for what it’s worth, we’ve all been
there. A couple of bad tests and we feel like-- we don’t
deserve it. We don’t belong. But nothing says you have
to be destined for something to be able to do it. You
just figure it out, and you do it.”
“Or you don’t,” Gina looks back out of the window,
across the top of Mars and out to the stars beyond.

TRANSPORT INFINITE HORIZON, IN ORBIT.
BRIEFING ROOM.

A hologram projects in front of a sparse group

of assembled cadets: a green orb spinning slowly.
They watch it as it shimmers, noting the blue patch-
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es, the wisps of cloud wrapping around it. So much
like Earth.
“Kepler-XDO5. I’m hoping some of you still want
this.”
The room is large, but there are only five cadets,
managing to spread themselves out across a dozen or so seats. They absorb the briefing in their own
ways. Jonah sits at the front with natural good posture, trying to set an example, but unable to keep the
boredom from his face. He’s read up on all this before.
In his head, he tries to prepare his team talk for after.
What’s the best way to motivate the group this time?
Kaycee-- black hair, brown eyes, dark complexion,
and diminutive, even for her age-- sits next to him,
watching the presentation attentively and toggling
through her augmented reality holotablet-- a rectangular, screen-shaped hologram she interacts with in
AR space. At 14 she’s the youngest in the LightSpeed
Pioneers program ever, and she knows it.
“To be the first to walk in another galaxy. To share a
destiny with those that will change the game.”
Kent Walker, scruffy-haired with a dyed stripe of
red, and thin with a tan complexion telling of his Native American heritage, sits a couple of empty seats
down from Kaycee. He follows the lecture on his own
holotablet, shooting a glance at the cadet to his left
who is distracting him with bored flicking fingers. Bao
Ma. He’s the same age and build as Jonah, and spreads
out as widely as possible in his seat. He reclines, left
foot over the top of the seat in front of him, his long
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arms reaching across the seats either side of him to
make maximum use of his wingspan.
“Because if you really want to tackle this challenge-to face, head on, the certain and uncertain dangers
waiting on this spinning green orb 3000 light years
away-- you better start showing it. Your past scores
are low. Good marks this mission are essential.”
The speaker stops in front of Gina, who tries to look
away without seeming like she’s trying to look away.
“So I hope you’re taking me seriously.” Laika sits on
her haunches and surveys the cadets, who consider
her words.
She’s a dog. Or more precisely, she’s a holographic
artificial intelligence. But she’s styled after the first
dog in space. Her designers had toyed with making
her human, but there’s something both unsettling
and soothing about an anthropomorphic animal. An
important balance on such a high stakes enterprise,
where the cadets need to be kept on their toes, yet
also given the level of comfort such a strangely-styled
thing can provide. They watch her with respect; she’s
their mentor and tutor throughout the program, and
despite her appearance, her presence commands the
room.
To say the last mission hadn’t exactly gone well
would be an understatement, but it hadn’t been entirely Gina’s fault. She’d been the pilot, but they were
a team. They all nod seriously though. If they were to
have any chance of scoring highly and being considered elite squad material they would need to catch up.
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Otherwise none of the commercial space exploration
companies would be interested in them for the Exodus mission. And that was why they were all in the
program in the first place.
The view of the planet zooms and expands, revealing a scale animation of a double-capsuled craft entering and moving through the planet’s atmosphere.
“Of course, you’ll recognize the Tandem Exploration Craft,” Laika explains as the cadets watch the
animation closely. “You’ve simulated landing the T-ECs, but this time-- unlike me-- it’s real.” Bao chuckles
nervously. The others ignore him. “The craft are versatile-- capable of both planetary entry and on-world
transportation,” Laika continues.
This is the vehicle they’ll be landing. One day, perhaps, they’ll even do so on the new planet, if they ever
make it through this training exercise. The hologram
TEC couplets separate, moving in opposing directions
over the planet. They’ve seen images like this before
all through the simulation training, but they watch
carefully all the same. The pods shake slightly in the
turbulence.
“The coupled pods are also designed to separate
after entry to maximize colonial resources,” Laika
explains as they watch the demonstration. “So, as
you’ve drilled, the Command Chamber and the Navigation Chamber are intentionally separate.”
Gina and Jonah exchange glances. Jonah would take
Command, and Gina the Navigation. Their good communication would be essential. A little different from
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the smaller pods Gina had flown on her own.
“Since this is only a landing exercise, you’ll actually be staying tethered for the duration of the flight.
So hopefully by now you like your dance partners.
Communications and engineering will be with Command,” Jonah nods at Kaycee and Kent. “Gina, that
puts you at the reigns, with Bao navigating.”
Bao leans forward to Gina for a fist bump. She
leaves him hanging, but he smirks anyway and rubs
his hand on Kent’s head. Kent swipes his hand off, annoyed.
“And you two’ll be in total control of the landing
op,” Laika concludes, although Gina shakes her head
as Jonah raises his eyebrows at her. Could she do this?
In front of them, the hologram planet fades from
X0DU5 to Mars and another scale animation of a TEC
approaches it. They’ve been orbiting Mars for so long
now they’re desperate to get down there. In their
heads, they’re more than ready.
“For a higher mission score,” says Laika, “which you
very much need-- maintaining the proper trajectory
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from detach to entry is absolutely essential. You’ll be
contending with too many variables to make mental
mistakes. Mars’ atmosphere is incredibly thin-- less
than 1% of Earth’s-- so even minimal late corrections
can throw you off course. By, like, hundreds of miles.”
The cadets nod as the scale TEC enters the Martian
atmosphere.
“Among other things to worry about-- make too
steep a dive for the landing site, your Aerodynamic
Decelerators won’t do you much good.”
The hologram TEC mimics this failure: as it falls,
large airbag-like cushions swallow the craft. A large
saucer-like cushion spreads out underneath and suddenly the TEC touches down. It lands too fast, and
smashes into pieces. Kaycee gasps.
“You need to be in the right place at the right time,”
says Laika. “Be aware this is do or die, folks. So do. Because ‘don’t’ ain’t pretty.”

The cadets march down the corridor, part

nervous, part excited. Their feet clang out of time
with each other on the metal floor.
“We all know we need to do well in this mission,”
Jonah attempts to rally some team spirit, “and I reckon we’re all ready to up our game.”
“Yeah, all we need to do is land on Mars, guys,”
cracks Bao.
Jonah raises an eyebrow at Bao as they walk. “We
can do this. We’re good. So what if we’ve made some
mistakes? Back home, on the football field we’d al-
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ways talk about how what really mattered wasn’t if
you trailed at half time, but rather how you responded
to adversity and played the second half. We can make
mistakes, so long as we can come back from them.”
Gina ignores Jonah’s speech, concentrating on getting to their destination: the launch bays. What use
was this kind of talk? Why not just stop focusing on
her failures and move on?
“I know we haven’t been a team all that long,” Jonah
continues, undeterred. He’s in full pre-game mode.
“And maybe we’re not all here for the same reasons,”
he shoots Kent a quick look, “but we’re just as good
as all the guys who have been working together since
selection,” Gina grunts and he glances at her. “We all
obviously think it’s our destiny to reach Exodus, or we
wouldn’t be here.”
Gina frowns. That had been a private conversation
and bringing it up as part of this pointless speech was
unnecessary, even if he had tried to disguise it by directing it at everyone.
“Hey Commander, give it a break,” says Kaycee,
nudging Jonah in the ribs. “Your pep talks haven’t
been working too well lately, so maybe we don’t need
one for everything.”
Bao snorts a sharp burst of laughter and Jonah looks
slightly put out. Kaycee gives him a grin and a punch
in the arm. They turn a corner and reach a large white
door labeled “Launch Bay” in neat stenciling.
“God, if we make it onto an Exodus mission we’re
going to have to spend the next 37 years listening to
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that,” sighs Bao, punching in a code to open the door.
“It’s an awful long time,” Kaycee gives a low whistle
as the door slides open. There’s a second of thoughtful
silence as the implications of this start to sink in to
the entire team.
“Guys, guys, perspective,” says Jonah, trying to
regain some authority as they clatter across to the
bay, underneath a looming row of silver, silent TECs.
“We’ve got to land on Mars first. We gotta take our
schedule one game at a time.” They reach an alcove
where an instructor waits for them. Jonah nods to the
instructor, and stops, the rest of the squad falling in
line beside him.
“Suit up cadets!” the instructor commands. Jonah
motions a trigger on his belt; the others follow. Swiftly, modular pieces of their space suits spread and
construct themselves around each cadet. From their
jumpsuits’ metallic shoulder pads, protective sleeves
and gloves spread downward and assemble in two
inch sections; protective, padded pants assemble out
in similar fashion from their boots; a back and chest
piece slithers up in connected sections from their
belts; and lastly, a helmet surrounds and locks into
place around their heads, slipping transparent glass
in front of their faces.
“We aced simulation. Gina could do this in her
sleep.” Jonah comforts, glancing down the line at his
team.
Almost synchronized, pressurized pulses exclaim
from the suits as their life support systems engage
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online.
Jonah gives Gina an encouraging grin, but she
doesn’t respond-- instead, she breaks the line and
heads for the TEC. Bao follows and runs his hand
along the nearest one.
“Destination Armstrong Colony,” he says. “Our first
time on another planet.”
“Try not to let the magnitude of the situation put
you off,” Kent half-jokes.

Gina swipes a finger across her holotablet as the

TEC powers up and controls flick on around her at the
helm. Bao straps himself in behind her and turns to
offer a wink.
“Exterior checks are wrapped. I’m caught up with
my interior prep. Ready to roll, red?” he says.
She shrugs and activates her intercom to the command chamber.
“Everything OK over there?” she asks. Jonah, Kent
and Kaycee will be making similar preparations as
she and Bao are in readiness for the launch.
“All crew in position,” comes Jonah’s voice distantly
over the intercom.
Gina takes a deep breath as she watches the launch
doors opening slowly beneath them in the monitor.
“Let’s do this,” says Bao.
She nods, concentrating hard, flexing her hands
over the holographic controls.
“TEC you are cleared for detach,” comes Mission
Control over the intercom. Gina takes another breath
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as the TEC lowers in the bay. No turning back now.
“Copy, Mission Control,” says Jonah in the other section. “Exiting mag grav field.”
“Losing gravity in 3--” says Bao, checking his monitors, “2--1. Floating now.”
The pressure releases and Bao’s arms float up in the
zero gravity environment. He grins at Gina, who lets
out a long breath. She steadies her weightless arms at
the holocontrols.
“Green light from the red tape,” says Jonah. “Proceed 25 knots and prepare for ignition on my mark.”
“Copy,” says Gina, and waits, tense.
“Now,” says Jonah, and the TEC flares to life.
Gina grabs the controls and eases the craft beneath
and out of the launch doors. Her breathing is slow and
controlled as she maneuvers the TEC underneath The
Infinite Horizon, gliding towards Mars. Bao is silent,
knowing better than to break her concentration. She
flies steady, watching the distance between the TEC
and the underside of the ship. A light blinks on among
her holographic controls and starts to flash urgently.
She glances at it and curses under her breath. A holographic animation of the craft appears, showing its
projected course at the current trajectory. It’s washed
in warning red, and is flying way too close to the orbiter. Suddenly the animation collides with the underside and shoots up sparks of debris. Bao shoots
her an alarmed look, but doesn’t say anything. Gina
abruptly alters course, slamming the controls to the
left. The chamber tips with a jolt.
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“What’s going on over there?” Jonah’s voice demands over the intercom.
“We’re all getting haircuts, Commander,” says Bao
as he watches Gina frantically working to fix the
problem.
“We coasted a little high,” Gina grimaces. “Correcting now.”
Gina makes an adjustment on the controls and the
image of the TEC in the monitor corrects diagonally
as it approaches the edge of the orbiter. She takes another deep breath and the flashing alarm stops.
“Back on course,” says Bao.
“Copy,” Jonah responds.
“We’re clearing The Infinite Horizon and are ready
for burn,” says Kaycee from the Command Chamber.
“Thanks Kaycee,” says Jonah. “You hear that, Pilot?”
“Aye aye,” Gina responds, still concentrating hard.
She flips a control.
There’s a whoosh as the TEC’s rear thrusters explode, hurtling the craft forward.
“Trajectory looks good, red,” says Bao to Gina as he
considers his scopes, “clear sailing.”
Gina nods, and allows herself a small sigh of relief.
On the screen an image shows the TEC speeding closer to the hulking red planet. She holds the controls
steady, and Bao begins to settle into the flight, starting up the procedural diagnostic checks.
“We’re being hailed by Mission Control,” Kent’s
voice interrupts the moment of calm. “On coms.”
Gina and Bao exchange looks. There’s a brief crackle
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of coms.
“Centauri, we’re detecting orbiting space debris on
an intercepting route with your current trajectory,”
Mission Control notes calmly over the intercom. Bao
frowns and checks his scopes. He shakes his head at
Gina, spreading his hands wide over the scopes. This
was one of the hazards they’d been
prepped for in simulation. It’s usually simple enough to avoid… “We’re
aborting the landing,” Mission Control
continues. Gina’s eyes widen. Bao gestures at the scopes again and palms
his helmet, above his forehead. “Prepare retro boosters for a swivel and redock maneuver before you’re too close
to the planet.”
“Negative,” says Bao, studying his
scopes, unconvinced. He hails Jonah.
“I got nothing on my scopes Commander. We’re not just gonna scrub
this mission on a hypothetical--”
“Copy,” Jonah comes in over the
coms. “Are we sure it’s not just a ghost
blip, or some kind of interference, Mission Control?”
“It’s possible,” Mission Control’s
voice comes after a pause.
“It’s possible?” Jonah repeats.
“It’s possible?!” Bao demands.
“But we’re still scrubbing the exer-
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cise,” Mission Control states matter-of-factly.
Gina frowns, listening carefully.
“What?!” demands Bao, slamming his hand through
his holocontrols. “Are you kidding me?!”
“This is absurd,” says Jonah, “can’t we just slow
down?”
“As Navigation should inform you,” says Mission
Control as Bao grimaces, “slowing now will catch
your trajectory up in orbit. You’ll miss Armstrong’s
landing area by miles. Maybe if you’d used less fuel in
your initial correction you’d have better options.”
Gina closes her eyes in pain. It’s her fault. Again.
Maybe none of this is meant to happen, she considers.
Maybe she just shouldn’t be here. Not her nor any of
them. Maybe this was Fate’s way of telling her.
“Copy,” says Jonah, his voice sounding slightly
strained from the Command Chamber. “When’s our
next window for a retrial?”
“Sorry Centauri, rest of the orbit cycles are booked.”
“But we need this score.” The mission was turning
into a disaster before it had even begun.
“Not my problem,” says Mission Control calmly.
There’s a bleep and it’s clear that Jonah has killed
the com.
“Well?” says Bao after a second. Gina raises an eyebrow at him. “Are we turning around or what?”
“Gina--” says Jonah after a pause. Gina hovers her
hands over the controls, her palms starting to sweat.
“Steady course. We’re making the landing.”
“Are you sure?” Gina keeps her hands hovered,
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ready to make the move.
“Unless there are objections,” Jonah says breezily.
“You’ll hear nothing from me,” says Bao.
“Kent, Kaycee?”
“You’re the boss,” comes Kaycee’s voice over the intercom.
“Well Gina, you’re the final vote,” says Jonah.
Gina bites her lip, tense.
“Let’s do it,” she says eventually. They need this
score. They couldn’t just quit now… And no one else
seems to feel the same fear.
Bao swivels and offers her a smile, but she remains
focused on the screen.
“Kaycee,” comes Jonah’s voice, “prep the mag spikes
for deployment.”
Jonah has a plan, good, thinks Gina.
“Copy. Arming now,” says Kaycee.
“Kent, better tell Mission Control the planet’s already got us,” says Jonah. “We’re making the dive.”
“Already on it,” says Kent.
“Gina, burn up by 5% on my mark.” Gina’s hands
are on the controls, ready for the order. She stares at
the screen, frowning slightly with concentration.
“Now,” says Jonah, and she swipes her hand over the
holocontrols.
The engines swell and the TEC’s boosters burn,
pushing it forward.
“Here we go!” says Gina.
The TEC starts to dive, all crew bracing themselves,
tense. Thrusters roar.
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Outside, a long way off but moving fast, a lone piece
of junk-- perhaps a dislodged screw from a decommissioned satellite, certainly nothing larger-- sweeps
towards the craft. Seemingly harmless. But locked in
an orbit at thousands of miles an hour-- it’s actually
deadly.
Bao frowns at his screen, a small flashing light blipping, indicating an object some way off the port bow.
The countdown says 5 minutes.
“Looks like the eggheads were right,” his voice betrays a note of alarm. “Debris, on course to intercept.”
“Blast,” mutters Kent.
“Too late to turn back now,” Jonah sounds calm but
it’s clear he’s working hard to keep his voice steady.
“Prep the mag spikes for release.”
“Yep!” says Kaycee.
The magnetic spikes should-- if they work-- protect
the ship from this kind of floating debris. This “space
junk” gets everywhere; the accumulation of centuries
of space exploration, cosmic litter created by all manner of broken down man-made junk.
“Bao, keep your eye on that debris.”
Bao focuses, following his scopes. Gina keeps her
eyes firmly on her own screen.
“Bao, I’m giving you the call to Kaycee,” says Jonah.
“Right on,” Bao replies, glancing at Gina. “Let’s have
some fun,” he says.
Gina doesn’t respond, following their course on her
screen. The debris must be speeding towards them.
Space junk. She of all people should have known to
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take it seriously after the disastrous bumper mission.
Bao watches his scopes.
“Alright Kaycee,” he says. “In 5--” he starts to count
down, the intercom silent with the tension of the
crew. “2--1-- Now!” The TEC dips.
“Released!” calls Kaycee.
If all goes as it should, the mag spike’s magnetic
field will attract the debris enough out of its orbit to
prevent a collision with the TEC’s hull.
Suddenly, an alarm wails.

“What the--” says Bao.
Outside, the spike on the far left of the Navigation
pod has released successfully, ejecting out of the top
of the hull, an electrical current running through it
to magnetize it and attract away the space junk. But
the other spike-- like a child-sized railroad spike, sleek
and metallic-- is still stuck in its slot off the Command
pod. Its square top and three or four inches of the
spike are stuck protruding from the hull. And while
still lodged, it charges-- ripping an electrical current
through a dozen vulnerable systems in the Command
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Chamber’s primary controls.
In the Command Chamber, red lights flash urgently
over the screens. Kent adjusts his controls in alarm.
“Oh no. Oh no!” yells Kaycee, scrambling over her
holocontrols.
“What’s happening?” demands Jonah.
“The second spike didn’t release!” she replies. “It’s
stuck in the hull!”
“And it’s live!” says Kent, his voice beginning to lose
its usual cool. “Its charge is affecting half our systems-- including coms!”
Static fizzes over the intercom.
“Anything?” he asks.
“I can’t even tell if Gina and Bao still have control!”
Kent’s voice rises in pitch with his alarm.
He fiddles with his controls, trying to regain contact with the Navigation Chamber. The charge has
taken it out completely though. Anything could be
happening over there.
Bao and Gina scramble at their stations against
their own alarm and flashing lights.
“Commander! Commander, copy!” Bao frantically
jabs at his holocontrols, trying to get the coms back
online. “Come on Jonah, what the heck is going on!”
He turns to look at Gina. “Nothing! Command musta
got hit by the junk!”
Gina tries to keep her cool. “As far as I can tell, we’re
at least still in one piece.” The alarms wail in the background, but none indicate any external breaches.
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“Are you still steering this thing?” asks Bao.
“Uh, mostly!” says Gina throwing her attention
back to her screen.
“Well get us the heck out of here!” yells Bao. “If we
can make it back to the orbiter, their suits might keep
them alive--”
“We can’t go back!” Gina interrupts. “We’re already
going in!”
Bao turns to the port screen just as it’s consumed by
the Martian atmosphere.
“Lightning blast!” shouts Kaycee in the Command
Chamber, which shakes dangerously.
“We’re taking a lot of voltage!” Kent calls over the
continuing wail of the alarms. “The stuck spike’s
sparking dormant static electricity in the atmosphere!
Not sure how much more our insulation shielding
can offset. We need--”
“Manual controls,” says Jonah.
“Yeah,” says Kent.
Kaycee glances at the others, wide-eyed.
“And there’s only one way to do it,” says Jonah
gravely.
“Separate from Navigation,” says Kaycee with a
gulp, recalling the simulation training.
“If they don’t have control of their systems,” Jonah
looks grim, “they won’t be able to prep for the crash.
They’ll die.”
“Jonah, if they don’t have control and we don’t separate--” Kent sounds defeated, Jonah thinking furi-
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ously. “We all die.”
“And we’re still falling and pulling lightning with
us!” says Kaycee, watching her screens.
“At least we’re holding together!” shouts Bao in the
Navigation Chamber, although at that moment his
statement seems optimistic. The alarm is deafening
and the chamber feels like it’s being shaken by an
impatient child holding a wrapped present. “Are the
landing systems online?”
Gina checks. “For us! But no readings from Command!”
“You know what happens if we try to land with offline systems!” Bao slams into his controls and fights
to regain position in the minimal gravity.
“I know! I know!” Gina turns to Bao, who shakes his
head, thinking. He looks up at Gina.
“We’ve…” he starts, considers, then starts again.
“We’ve gotta dump ‘em, don’t we?”
Gina considers too, heavy with the idea that she
might be responsible for condemning her crew mates.
But they drilled for this. This was all covered in the
simulation. A worst case scenario-- but you can’t assume the worst case is only going to happen to other
people.
“I mean, if we separate, and they are online,” says
Bao anxiously, “boom. Manual controls. They’re fine!”
“But what if they’re offline, Bao?” says Gina. “Then
they’re dead!”
“And so are we, if we don’t dump ‘em!” Bao insists.
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“We simulated this. With offline systems they’ll
plunge smack in the dirt and carry us with ‘em!”
“But what if the manual controls don’t engage?”
says Gina furiously. “We don’t know they will. Or
what if they’re all unconscious… or don’t have time to
correct for the landing! We should just stay attached,
and hope…”
“We can’t let variables like that lock us up!” Bao cuts
in. “It’s 50/50 either way… but at least this way we
save ourselves!”
Gina shoots him a glare, disgusted. Bao feels it and
turns away. What else can he suggest, though? The
risks are too high.
“We don’t have time for this,” he says quietly. “Have
faith their systems will do what they’re designed to
do.”
“That’s one heck of a leap of faith,” says Gina.
“It’s the only way, red,” Bao shrugs helplessly.
Gina considers, then toggles her holocontrols. She
stares at the “Detach” button on the GUI. Outside, below the TEC, Mars’ rocky surface peeks through beneath the storm.
In the Command Chamber, Jonah also eyes the Detach button.
“Fifty seconds to impact,” says Kent urgently.
“We’re out of time.”
In their separate sections, Gina and Jonah consider the fate they might be sealing for the other. Detach
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and survive but risk sacrificing the other pod. If their
manual systems are offline (and that’s not a very big if
at this point)… They’ll die. Or trust that the other pod
is still working and that only coms are down. Don’t
detach. That’s an even bigger if.
“Forty-five seconds,” says Bao nervously. “Gina…”
She doesn’t move. “We still need time to correct our
trajectory.”
Gina nods and lifts her hand. In the Command
Chamber, Jonah decides too.
“Forty seconds, Commander,” says Kent.
Jonah raises his hand as Gina simultaneously lowers hers. He takes a breath, then… brings it down decisively.
“I-- I can’t,” Gina stops short of the button, but Jonah has already slammed his hand down.
“I’m sorry,” he mutters, and the central tether connecting the two TEC chambers explodes. The pods
spin in opposite directions into the planet’s atmosphere.
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WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
By Adrelton, Super Science Showcase Staff
The definition for Artificial Intelligence (or AI)
is simple. We’re not talking about your little brother when he makes up his answers on his math quiz
(he’s got real intelligence, that’s just called “not
studying”). Artificial Intelligence is intelligence
exhibited by machines. While what exactly “intelligence exhibited by machines” means is often in
the eye of the beholder, generally speaking, AI is accepted by most to be referring to when a machine
or computer makes independent decisions based
on what it encounters in a given situation-- and not
based on a set of programming.
There are many different kinds of AI that computer scientists are working on. A few of the more
prominent are: Reasoning; Planning; Learning; and
Perception. Scientists and programmers are trying
to develop computer software that can learn and

reinforce wanted outcomes (called Goals) and to do
so without being explicitly programmed prior for a
given situation.
Currently there are two different approaches
to creating AI: Hard (or Symbolic); and Soft (or
Sub-Symbolic). Symbolic means the data fed to the
AI entity is in the same format as data provided to
humans, while sub-symbolic means that the data is
instead fed to the AI in a form more similar to a computer search, translating the data into what’s called
Assembly Language.
Sometimes it can be difficult to tell what is and
isn’t AI. For instance, if a computer is programmed
with a sufficient level of statistical ability, it might
be able to make more accurate predictions about
what will happen than a person can, but that doesn’t
necessarily mean the computer is smarter-- it’s just
able to work through complex equations much more
quickly to formulate a prediction. Many stockbrokers
now use very complex computer programs to assist
in the selection of stocks to be purchased, but again,
it doesn’t mean these programs are smarter-- they’re
just tools offering support to the stockbroker who
will make the ultimate decision based on many factors.
The state of the science of AI has taken giant leaps
in the past few years, as the amount of computing
power has grown significantly. The more computing
power an AI entity has, the more likely a true, sentient AI can be developed. With that said, true, sen-

tient AI-- though likely-- is not necessarily a given.
A famous computer scientist, Alan Turing, for instance, thought it was impossible for a computer to
ever think as humans think-- but also conceded that
if, when questioned, a computer’s answer could not
be differentiated from a human response, then the
computer is as intelligent as a human. This test (the
Turing Test) is used often today to help gauge what
level an AI has currently reached.
Early Artificial Intelligence is already here, and
odds are you already interact with it to some degree in your everyday life. Self driving automobiles,
planes, and even ships all use AI; a form of AI exists in most smart phones and smart home devices,
called Virtual (or Digital) Assistants; AI can even
be found in a number of smart appliances, like refrigerators and vacuums!
Some scientists are afraid that AI might get out
of hand and that computers will learn to do things
not beneficial to us humans. Movies are ripe with
this kind of anxiety. Some fear that if computers do
ever attain a level of intelligence that is superior to
humans, they might combine their superior cognitive abilities to become masters of the world. Other
scientists view such fears as nonsense and believe
that these scientists are forcing human logic onto
a computer “brain” that would have no use for it.
Only time will tell who’s right.

Should we worry about the computers taking
over? Or is this just something that happens in
post-apocalyptic movies? Well, we won’t know until
we know-- but if it’s keeping you up at night, remember-- a computer is ultimately just another machine,
and we’ve always managed to keep our machines
under control.
For now.
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“This child should be with family!”

The shrillness of the tattered old woman’s voice
surprises Rebecca, which isn’t easy, considering
she’s just endured the greater part of a British siege-but she doesn’t let on. While still in persona as the
Thunderbird-- cloaked in black with a startling white
mask, a scraggly, bird-like skull design scrawled
across it-- she has to stay calm. Nothing surprises
Thunderbird.
“Where are the parents?” she asks, blunt and cold,
turning her mare-- a brown paint horse with large
white spots-- slightly closer, eyeing the swaddled
infant in the shivering woman’s arms. “Were they
killed in the raid?”
“The mother, yes,” the panicked woman sobs. “The
father fights with the Colonial Army-- and we’ve not
a clue where, nor if he’s even still alive! But this child
needs her family!”
Musket fire draws Thunderbird’s attention back to
the flames of the settlement they have just fled. For
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a moment, there’s a flash in her memory-- a painful
familiarity-- before she shakes it off, unrattled.
Nothing rattles Thunderbird.
“Then who’s left? You don’t expect us to deliver the
babe to the Colonial Army.”
“NO!” the woman blurts, frustration overtaking
her trembling fear. “An uncle, in Richmond--”
“Richmond?” Thunderbird asks sharply, again
covering her surprise. “That’s a week’s ride.”
“Is that this child’s fault? I can’t keep her and there’s
no longer any place for her here! Her uncle just wrote
last winter-- he’s leaving Richmond the last day of
May! You can still catch him!”
“That’s in five days. Impossible.”
“No! Not if you believe the cause is worthy!”
Thunderbird considers-- until she’s alerted by hoof
beats behind them. She flinches, a moment, though
so slightly most wouldn’t notice, until she confirms
it’s friends-- Dispatch and Banshee-- or Frederick and
James-- her two lead generals and comrades at arms in
the motley collection of war orphans who’ve banded
together in a crusade to help patriots on the Western
Frontier, known to those they help as the Cuyahoga
River Riders.
“The militia men are fleeing,” breathes Dispatch,
his booming voice matching the pure blacks of his
costume and severe mask.
“But the civilian survivors are on a path to safety,”
concludes Banshee. The scarlet sewn into his
costume-- and framing the long white half-moon-
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like design on his mask-- makes for a welcome change
from the drab blacks and whites of his compatriots.
“We should go Thunderbird,” he continues, “lady,
follow us--”
“NO!” the lady protests. “This isn’t about me-- this
babe deserves her family!”
“Is her family with the survivors?” Dispatch asks.
“No,” says Thunderbird, again considering, “an
uncle in Richmond.”
“Richmond?” scoffs Banshee, not hiding his surprise
at all. “Surely some of the survivors can take care of--”
“This babe belongs with family!” again echoes from
the lady’s desperate voice.
“I’ll take her,” says Thunderbird plainly.
“What?” puzzles Banshee. He muzzles his horse
closer to steal her ear. “Rebecca, that’s a week’s ride.
We have other places to be-- they’re expecting us at
Fort Henry--”
“I think we can handle that, Banshee,” Dispatch
declares. “Ahote is meeting us.”
“That’s through Shawnee territory,” warns Banshee.
“They were our allies once-- and we’re not a threat
to them. It’s the British that’ll kill us on sight.”
“You’re not going?” asks Banshee, but it’s more a
statement.
“I’ll take the babe,” Thunderbird declares. “I need
the name and location of this uncle.”
“Bless you!” proclaims the woman, offering the babe
into Thunderbird’s arms. “You’re saving a precious
life!” She follows with an offer of folded parchment.
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“His letter has all the information you’ll need to find
him, so long as you are in time!”
The babe, startled, begins to wail. Thunderbird
eyes her. She pulls back her glove, feels the crown of
the infant’s head.
“This babe is warm. Is she ill?” But the woman is
gone-- fleeing to join the other survivors. Dispatch
and Banshee share a glance with each other, then
to Thunderbird, who simply looks back down and
considers the child.

About a half mile away and half an hour later,

three riders rendezvous before heading their separate
ways. In the distance, the fires and smoke of the
small settlement-- another casualty of this war for
independence-- terrorize an otherwise calm night.
Again, memories crawl through Thunderbird’s
thoughts as she dulls them with chores, securing the
struggling and still wailing babe to the back of her
saddle. Thunderbird-- Rebecca-- is no nursemaid, and
has little idea how to cool the babe’s temperament.
“Sounds like you’ll have a fun week,” teases
Banshee-- now James, with his mask removed,
revealing pale, aristocratic good looks.
“He’s right, Rebecca,” agrees Dispatch-- now
Frederick-- a strong, yet gentle-faced man of African
descent. “Riding with a child that young will not be
easy.”
“I’m open to other ideas,” Rebecca bites, getting
none in return. Without her mask, her dirty red hair
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frames her high cheeks and attractive features nicely,
but she still carries a stern demeanor that commands
effortlessly.
James smirks. “What’re you going to do when this
war ends and there’s no one left to save?”
Rebecca’s response is a blank, scolding stare. James
darts embarrassed eyes to Frederick, who just smirks
in reply. They put their masks back on.
“We’ll head east-- hopefully draw any sentries our
way,” Frederick, now Dispatch with his mask on,
suggests.
“I’ll meet you at Fort Henry in a fortnight,” confirms
Rebecca, knowing that if she didn’t, they knew the
protocol. Banshee and Dispatch nod and ride off.
Rebecca looks back at the babe, still crying. She
takes a deep breath, and returns her own mask, again
becoming Thunderbird, and ready to return to her
war.
She darts through twilight quickly. She was born
to ride. She hopes heading wide southwest she can
maneuver around the British invasion force that’s
now split into platoons in pursuit of the retreating
militia.
But she’s wrong. As she enters the first clearing,
three sentries, maybe fifty feet away, wait. The wailing
child and the full speed gallop give her up instantly.
“One of the riders! Fire!”
Musket fire explodes. For an instant she fears only
for the babe. Then, only for the mare. She feels no fear
for herself-- until the bullet cracks into the back of her
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right shoulder, dropping her arm limp.
She screams, but grinds her jaw to muffle it.
Thunderbird doesn’t feel pain either.
She doesn’t slow a beat, but half angles back from
her fleeing horse and with her good arm takes out
her own loaded pistol, aims, and fires-- knocking
one of the sentries from his horse, and sending him
colliding with the two others. It’s a good shot— she’s
a good shot— especially with only one good arm, and
it’ll buy her the time she needs.
Though the horse seems unharmed, the babe wails
louder and louder. It’s impossible to know without
stopping if the child is simply startled or has been hit
herself. But Thunderbird can’t stop now.
Hours later, she finally feels safe enough to camp.
After preparing a fire-- which proves challenging,
with only one working arm-- Rebecca tends to the
babe.
The child is indeed unharmed, at least from the
musket fire-- though to the touch she now feels even
warmer. Rebecca can offer little help for that besides
sleep. Satisfied, she turns to her wound. The bullet’s
embedded in her right shoulder, and though it’s left
only an entry wound, she’s still lost plenty of blood,
which has soaked through her undergarments, clothes
and outer cloak. She’s already feeling lightheaded.
After cleaning the wound in the nearby creek-hoping to prevent gangrene-- she rips shreds from
what unstained undergarments she has left for a
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bandage. She then loops a brown scarf around the
bicep of her right arm, and uses a stick to fasten a
crude tourniquet. With the last of the fabric, she
fashions a sling for her right arm, mostly pinning it
immobile. It’ll do for now-- but she’s not sure it’ll keep
her through to Richmond.

The next day is a hard yet eventless ride, but

by night’s camp, Thunderbird is less concerned about
making Richmond in time, and more about making
Richmond at all. The babe has quieted, and her fever
seems increasingly worse; and still losing blood,
Rebecca’s dizzy spells are stronger and more frequent.
She’s dehydrated, and her skin has paled, and as her
shock wears off, she can feel her arm again, but it’s
mostly an intense pain. She has cold sweats, aching
muscles, and short breaths.
By her calculations she’s
still, best case, almost four
full days from Richmond.
She’d have to ride hard to
keep that pace, if she even
had that much time.
There are options she can
turn to for help, of course-forts
and
settlements
sympathetic to the River
Riders, with medicine, food
and shelter. She needs to
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rest-- not ride-- and it’s likely the babe needs the
same. But any deviation from her present course-- a
straight shot through Virginia’s contested frontier
into the heart of the raging war-- and the child’s
uncle would be gone. What would she do with her
then? And did this child not deserve to be with her
family?
Family. What does that even mean to Rebecca
anyway? Are the River Riders her family now?
The only real constant in her life, it seems, is
Thunderbird’s war.
The second day is when she sees it. It’s above her-a vulture, she thinks, at first, maybe-- attracted to
her stench, or the feverish smell of the child-- death
does seem near. But a longer look decidedly reveals
it’s not-- it’s a bird of prey-- a hawk. It looks like a
nightmare, with a wide, towering wingspan closer
to that of an eagle’s than of any breed of hawk she’s
seen before. It’s dark and silent-- but follows true.
For the rest of the day’s ride, it stalks them. For
the first hour, Thunderbird thinks little of it-- hawks
aren’t generally dangerous to humans. But its
persistence becomes unnerving. There’s something
about them that has this raptor fixated.
On day three, the visions start. At first, they’re just
shadows in the corners of her eyes, but soon they
warp into full-fledged, overwhelming illusions-of redcoats, firing down on her-- phantoms from
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a previous trauma-- or fires raging in the forest all
around. Loss of blood and fatigue are taking their toll.
It’s possible, she thinks, that the pursuing bird
is also an illusion, a harbinger of the others. But as
she attempts to cut from the forest to a welcome
open road-- one that would assure an on-time and
decidedly easier ride to Richmond-- the bird dives
and attacks. Thunderbird reacts quickly enough, the
raptor missing them entirely. It glides to a nearby
limb and watches its prey. The babe.
Thunderbird readies her pistol and with her good
arm aims and fires-- but widely misses. The bird
doesn’t even flinch.
The openness of the road allowed the bird to
attack. The road would save her considerable time
and energy-- both of which she has very little of-- but
in her current state she can’t protect the child from
a mad animal. She returns to the forest, where the
coverage there seems, for now, to keep the bird at bay.
The bird follows.
She makes bad time the rest of the day. The forest is
merciless, the visions are overwhelming. She blacks
out twice. And the babe, still on fire, makes no sound,
and shows few signs of consciousness. And all the
while, that hawk keeps its vigil. Exhausted, Rebecca
camps early, before dusk.
They’re both dying, and she knows it. If she can
make the road, she can still make it to Richmond just
in time. The ease of the ride might also be enough to
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keep her alive until they got there. But, with the babe,
that isn’t possible.
But she can not continue like this.
As she bathes the child in a nearby stream, she
confirms a pulse, and limited consciousness. Though
the babe is alive, is she too far gone? Rebecca wipes
the child’s brow with the cold water and considers her
options. She eyes up-- and even in the dusking night,
she can spot the hawk watching from above.
She holes up in a cave that night and sleeps with the
swaddled child in her lap, the pistol ready in her hand.
Her dreams that slumber are feverish, and especially
incoherent, even for dreams. But one clings to her as
she wakes. Images of a forest, carved down by a twoman saw, men working either side. It becomes clear
these two men are familiar-- men she’d not seen in
many years.
It’s her father, a former colonial colonel, killed at
the Paoli Massacre years before. Sometimes when she
closes her eyes she can still see those flames raging.
With him-- her brother, Gavin-- a soldier in the
Colonial Army with whom she’s not heard from in
years. As far as she knows, he is likely dead as well.
They cut down tree after tree after tree-- leaving
a forest of stumps; which is suddenly consumed by
wildfire. She doesn’t remember anything after that.
She wakes with thoughts and feelings of her father,
whom she’d lost to a British bullet-- the tragedy that
had made her an orphan, and led her to this life, and
to her own suffering and seemingly certain death by
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a British hand.
Her arm feels worse, phasing constantly from pain
to numbness and back again-- somehow feeling more
painful and more numb each phase.
The babe no longer responds to food or water, and
her fever is somehow even worse.
And of course, a shrieking call above. The hawk
remains.
Rebecca stumbles to collect the child and her
strewn about things. She stops as she looks over the
babe’s miserable suffering form.
This barely born, almost dead thing
is an orphan now. That’s a hard life.
Rebecca knows that first hand.
But still-- doesn’t she deserve to be
with her family?
But Rebecca isn’t with her family.
And she never would be again. Her
mother and father dead-- and her
brother lost to the war. Who knows
if she would-- if she even could-- see
him again.
And the Riders aren’t family. She’s
not really Thunderbird-- that’s just
something she needs to survive the
war. Something she can get lost in.
If anything, the war is the closest
thing to family she still has.
The Riders do serve a purpose, but
after the war is over, what’s left for
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them? Can any of them really have normal lives?
For a moment, she considers what, only a few days
before, would’ve been unthinkable.
The bird wants the child.
If she left it the child and saved herself she could
make the road easy-- no one would ever know. She’d
survive to fight another day. And she’d spare the
world the burden of one more war orphan.
The hawk’s mad shriek calls from the outside sky,
as if demanding for Rebecca to decide.
And she knows what she has to do.

The hawk watches, from branches above the

cave, as Thunderbird delicately places a swaddled
wrap of blankets on the ground. She looks up, as if
to concede her surrender, and to bless the offering,
before mounting and riding mad and guilt worn away.
The hawk watches a moment. It spreads its wings.
It shrieks.
It lunges.
It grabs at the swaddled form with ferocious claws
and digs hard into its prey as it starts to glide off-- but
upon catching the fabric of the babe’s wrappings, it
can’t seem to dig deeper. It can’t grab flesh.
The raptor attempts to soar back to the trees, but
the collection of rocks which mocked out the form of
the babe-- what deceived the bird-- weighs it down.
Only for a moment. But it’s enough.
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POWWWWW!!!
The pistol rings out, blasting through the bird,
killing it instantly. Thunderbird steps up from her
crouch by the nearside of the cave, where she’d jumped
her horse and doubled back to wait for a close enough
shot that even, mostly dead, she couldn’t miss. She
was a good shot, after all.
She returns to the cave. She removes her mask-again Rebecca-- and wraps it tightly around the naked
babe. She caresses its smooth head.
This child did deserve to be with her family. And
she was about to be.
They’re in Richmond before the next day’s dawn.
She finds the child’s uncle, and the babe’s no longer
an orphan.
Rebecca stays in the hospital for a little over two
weeks, en route to a full recovery. Though the babe
had left with her uncle some days ago, word from
the nurses was she, too, would survive. Her fever
had broken, and she was in full recovery. Her uncle
promised, they said, that the child would one day hear
about Thunderbird, the warrior that had saved her.
She’s missed her window to regroup with the
other River Riders at Fort Henry, but she knows the
protocol for a missed rendezvous-- head back home.
It’s a three day ride, and as she mounts her horse,
also now recovered from the sprint to Richmond,
she’s stopped by a militia man, offering a parchment
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from the Office of General Anthony Wayne-- one of
George Washington’s most trusted generals in the
Continental Army:

“Thank you for your correspondence.
Can confirm that Corporal Gavin St.
Claire is alive and still honorably
fighting for the patriot cause. He
sends warm thoughts to his sister
Rebecca.”
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And for the next three days, Thunderbird-Rebecca-- dreams of the end of the war, and being
with her brother again.
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DID YOU KNOW?
There’s never been a reported case of a hawk hunting
a human baby in the real world, but they are known to
sometimes attack dogs, cats and other small pets, as they
are similar in size to hawk’s natural prey: mice, rats,
squirrels and rabbits. There have been some reported
cases of hawks and other birds of prey (like eagles) getting into altercations with humans, though these usually only happen in the wild if a human accidentally comes
too close to the hawk’s nest.

DISCUSSION
During the American Revolution, travel and communication were significantly slower and more difficult
than they are today. Think of how much easier Thunderbird’s journey would have been if she could have gotten
on a plane and called the infant’s uncle with her smart
phone! If you lived during the Revolution, how would the
way you interact with your friends and the world be different, given this lack of communication and transportation technology?
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what were ROADS like
in the 18th century?
By Mischief Marie, Super Science Showcase Staff
The 18th century-- or the years 1700-1799-- was
a time of great change. Most historians agree that
the Industrial Revolution started in the mid-1700s
(with the rapid adaptation of steam engines for work
purposes). Roads, however, were not part of this early
change.
Roads at that time were muddy in winter and
dusty in summer, especially in the United States.
There were no blacktop roads in the 18th Century
(the first asphalt road was laid in France in 1824 on
the Champs/Elysees avenue, and asphalt itself was
not a widely accepted way of building roads until
the late 19th Century). Roads were primarily built
with dirt and rock-- or if cost wasn’t a concern, brick.
Dirt and rock roads were often not made to grade
requirements (this ensures that water does not
pool on the road), and were often made without any
consideration for future maintenance. Roads were

typically just built as cheaply as possible to make a
connection between point A and point B. As a result,
when these types of inexpensive roads were used by
the carriages of the time, it was common for wheels
to break, and for horses to slow nearly to a halt to
prevent breaking a leg in a pot hole!
People in the United States mostly used the
waterways to transport goods, and only used the
poorly built and poorly maintained roads for personal
travel, during which they would often have to spend
the night on the road, leading to the development
of the stagecoach, and later, Stagehouses (or way
stations), which were places where travelers could
stay and their horses could be rested. These were the
first American hotels!
In Europe, 18th Century roads were often still the
brick roads built by the Roman Empire almost two
thousand years before. The Romans built durable
roads with the use of rock and mortar that was well
drained. As a result, wear and tear to the roads—
even thousands of years later-- wasn’t terrible, and
maintenance on them was comparatively easy.
There were some efforts to increase the safety
and reliability of dirt roads in the 18th century,
particularly in England and Scotland. The British
Crown required all able-bodied men to either work
six days a year under the local Royal Appointed
Surveyor of Roads, or else provide the horses, carts
and other needed materials to ensure that roads were

maintained and that new roads could be built as
necessary. The trouble with this attempt, however,
was that the Crown did not provide a forcing
mechanism to ensure that people fulfilled their
duties and, as a result, many didn’t. Additionally,
the Royal Surveyor was a patronage position, and
was typically filled by men that had no interest nor
ability in the making and maintaining of roads.
Who knew there was so much behind making
simple dirt roads!
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Me and Tom was still in Arkansaw with his

Uncle Silas and Aunt Sally and Aunt Polly and Jim,
who was enjoying his new life as a freedman now,
after me and him’d escaped downriver, away from
St. Pete, and did all sorts of adventurin’, the likes of
which made Tom Sawyer mad as spit to hear about,
seein’ how he wasn’t no part of it and only showed
up for the end to get shot in the leg, though he took
pride in that wound, and the mighty scar it was turning into, and he bragged about it and exaggerated his
limp and rightly I couldn’t argue that it wasn’t a top
prize.*
Tom had writ a letter to Sid and Mary to send back
home to St. Petersburg, mostly about his shot up leg,
but some about my adventurin’ and how I wasn’t really dead like lots of folks back there thought I was,
which was the idea at the time; and even a little about
*You can read all about them adventures in The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, honest
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how Aunt Polly was stayin’ in Arkansaw a few more
weeks before headin’ back home to Missouri, which’n
was s’posed to be the whole point for the letter from
the outset, and we was in the biggest post office I’d
ever seen to send it. It put St. Pete’s to shame, no doubt,
with all kinds of slots and bags and chalk boards with
important words and times scrawled all on ‘em and
even bright leaflets and posters poppin’ color from every corner.
“Let’s get this in the post,” Tom said, and he did
just that. The post master gave us the eye, figurin’ we
weren’t locals and as such were as suspect as could be,
which I understood and didn’t take no offense to. After he had squinted suspicious at us, he squinted suspicious at the stamp to make sure it warn’t a fake and
then he did his stamping and put it in the mail, but
those he did normal and not suspicious. He didn’t say
no word and that was just fine by me.
Tom and I started back to Uncle Silas’ farm ‘cause
Aunt Polly had warnt us not to dwaddle, but it was
one of those lucky summer days that you dream about
when you first get that spring fever, and seein’ as fall
was creepin’ and we knew it, we was takin’ our time
dwaddling with people-watching and marblin’ and
even some mumbly peg, all the while Tom exaggerating that limp and tellin’ the tale of his great wound
to anyone who’d listen, but was havin’ trouble findin’
takers.
There was a bunch of men standing outside the
general store, dwaddling like we was, but doin’ it the
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way grownups do it, with a lot less energy, and boy I
didn’t have no interest in pickin’ up the local color but
Tom blessed his luck as he saw him an audience, so we
compromised and did what Tom wanted and started
listenin’ in on their conversation.
“I said I saws him,” said a red-headed man in overalls that had as many holes as my shoes come spring.
“I saws him and shot at him. Bullet just went right
through him. He ain’t a normal razorback. He’s the
devil’s own.”
“No doubt,” said a white-haired old man that was
rocking in a chair that swallowed his wrinkled self.
“No doubt you saw the old boogerman too. I hears
they runs together.”
The seven or eight folks that were hanging about
laughed at that, though I didn’t see why, as any fool
knows the devil runs with the boogerman, especially
on Saturday nights right a’fore midnight.
“I did too see old Haggard Hoofs!” the red-head, his
name was Pratchard, insisted and spit to the ground
to show he meant it. “Let God take my soul if I didn’t.”
“What’s old Haggard Hoofs?” Tom interjected, that
Tom Sawyer excitement starting to boil in his voice.
I could already tell in Tom’s head he ‘spected this
might be a way to get back some of that adventurin’
he seemed to think he lost. The men, surprised to see
us, and just now noticin’ we’d snuck into their conversation, gave a knowing look amongst themselves for
a quiet spell that felt forever, especially with the bugs
bitin’ like they were.
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“Old Haggard Hoofs,” said the white-haired man finally, “is the biggest razorback ever seen in this here
United States. They said he is the size of a calf and
that he can out run, out fight, out spit any human or
dog that has a notion to catch him. They even say that
if you catch old Haggard Hoofs they will give you a
medal at the Benton County Fair.”
“A medal, you say?” Tom replied, boiling over now.
There was without doubt another great scheme brewin’ up in Tom Sawyer’s mind. “I bet me and Huck can
win us a medal!” he sharply proclaimed, and I thought
to smack him. I ain’t the brightest in Missouri, that’s
for sure, but I know well enough to call a big fish story
when I hear one.
“Now just what can a little un like you offer in the
way of a wager?” asked the white-haired man.
Now this made Tom hot, and I coulda told you it
would, ‘cause no one (not even Aunt Polly, who has
the right to) calls Tom a little un, as in his mind he
was a man full growed, except for in inches of course,
and that oughter be obvious to anyone with a lick of
sense.
“Why, me and Huck’s rich! Richer than you folks, on
account of a treasure we got waitin’ for us back up in
Missouri!”
Though it was honest (the treasure we’d found in
that cave where Injun Joe had met his final judgment
was now safely stowed in accounts with our names
on ‘em back in St. Pete), them folks just met the truth
with howls of laughter and disbelief, as if that was the
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biggest yarn they ever heard, and though Tom warn’t
no liar, or at least not that kind of liar, I could likely
see how that might sound like the
bigger fish story there, since I still
didn’t believe it sometimes myself,
if’n I’m honest.
“Shoot, what good’s a made-up
treasure in Missouri do for us down
here?” the white-haired man chuckled with a meanness. I looked at Tom
who looked at me and I think he figured, like me, that they warn’t gonna
believe we had no treasure unless we
took each and every one to the bank
in Missouri and showed ‘em and
while I suspect Tom woulda done it
if it were a little more practical, he
decided to go a new way.
“Fine. Well I reckon me and Huck
here can work as much as the next
man, chopping wood, chasing cows
or the like. We got six more weeks
here, ‘fore we go back to St. Pete, so
we’ll wager that against what our labor’s worth. Reckon we worth least
a dollar a week apiece. That’s 12 dollars, we’ll call it ten.”
“I reckon I can afford moren’ that
for a sure bet!” the white-haired man
said with a riled up spirit. “I’ll give
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you ten bucks apiece if you win this here bet and I will
run you ragged at my farm if’n you don’t.”
“Now Harriman,” one of the men next to him said,
“they’s just boys talking big.”
“I know’s they’s boys talking big,” the white-haired
Harriman snapped, “and this’ll learn ‘em a lesson on
the dangers of doin’ so.”
“That’s to be seen,” said Tom.
“Sure son. You get me that medal from the Benton
County Fair, or I’ll work you ragged.”
“We’ll get that medal, just you watch.”
Tom and Harriman shook hands to seal the deal,
spitting on them first as per custom, and then Harriman chuckled. “I’ll even give you two days to do it.
And then I’ll make sure you muck out the barn first
thing, it ain’t been done in near a month.”
“I have a bad leg,” Tom said, backing down a smidge,
“but I reckon Huck can handle ‘bout anything you can
throw at him,” which was true but ticked me a little,
since it was also Tom’s way of telling me if we lost this
bet I’d be the one doing all the workin’. Seems like Tom
had learned somethin’ from the stories me and Jim’d
told him about the king and the duke.
“Don’t care who does it,” Harriman said, “long’s it’s
done.” Harriman laughed hard at that and a few of the
other men laughed hard too, though some of the others seemed a little torn about the humor of the situation, seein’ as we really was just boys with big talk and
we’d gotten ourselves into a mess. Even Tom seemed
to sober up a bit from the intocksiation of the big talk
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and promise of supernatural adventurin’, and he gave
me a side glance, and it was a little side glance, but
enough for me to knowed that he was feeling a bit
ashamed for mixing me in with this deal. He knowed
and I knowed we didn’t stand no chance of finding no
Haggard Hoofs but a bet’s a bet and the only welchers’
that makes heaven is them that die before they can
pay off.
Tom and me got Pratchard to tell us exactly where
he saw old Haggard Hoofs. His description was probably good enough for a local (Sommers’ Holler, back
of the spring and in front of the piney woods) but it
left somethin’ to be desired for us foreigners. But Tom
figured it was enough to go on and after we wrestled a
gen’ral description on where Sommers’ Holler was off
a few other fellas we was lucky to stop, off we went.
Out at the holler we investigated around (at least
that’s what Tom called it-- didn’t feel all that different from dwaddling to me) that whole day and never
saw one bit of proof that any razorback, much less a
bedeviled one like Haggard Hoofs, was about. There
was plenty of squirrels and rabbits and quail and even
a skunk that we gave wide berth but no razorback. No
people, sides us, neither-- but likely ghosts and phantoms, if’n we stayed around too late.
I tried talkin’ at Tom about a few more of my doin’s
down river to fill the time, but he didn’t seem the least
bit interested, and asked why I had to keep goin’ on
and on about it like a blatherskite. I told him I thought
he used to like hearin’ about it, and he said seasons
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change and so does what he wants to hear from me,
and that if’n he got this medal it’d be a mighty accomplishment, better than the bullet he took in the
leg and any adventurin’ I did downriver. If’n I’d didn’t
know better, I’d suspect it made Tom Sawyer feel a bit
small, hearin’ about all them adventures. And when
Tom Sawyer felt small, we usually wound up in a
mess like this.
I knowed he was just talkin’ mean ‘cause he was
mad, but when he said he’d be better off huntin’ Haggard Hoofs by hisself I told him to remember that
when his bet’s payment came due, and that shut him
up right quick.
With the sky dusking, Tom, whose leg was bothering him some for actual, even if now he tried his best
to hide it, broke a long quiet and said, “I believe Mr.
Pratchard has done led us afar,” which is Tom Sawyer’s way of sayin’ we’d been hoodwinked.
“Reckon so, Tom,” I said. “But maybe it’s just rotten
luck?”
Tom shook his head, facin’ the facts. “I think we just
lost ourselves a bet,” he said with a weary sigh. “And
with fall creepin’ just around the corner, Huck Finn,
we’re gonna be spendin’ our last few precious weeks
of summer workin’ for that old cuss.”
“We got another day, Tom,” I said as we retreated,
tails between our legs, out of the holler, hoping against
hope that come the day after tomorrow I wouldn’t be
mucking that barn.
Aunt Polly didn’t seem overjoyed to see us, particu-
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larly Tom, when we got back dirty and late for dinner.
“Thomas Sawyer!” she said in that voice you knows
comin’ before the licking, “you have been betting in
town and you are ruining the good name of Sawyer!
People will think you’re a heathen with no Bible learning, you know better Tom, and you too Huckleberry
Finn!” I nodded politely and kinda shameful like cause
it was a mighty dumb thing to let Tom go and do and
to be associated with, even if I didn’t have much say
in the matter.
“You’re right Aunt Polly,” said Tom. “You are right.”
Never did any human say words so tiredly as those
words and Aunt Polly, being the Christian woman she
was, quit to scolding and just gave him a hug. They’s
time when even the worst times are good and this
was one of them.
“Well Tom,” she said, “and Huck, you knew better
and did it anyway. Reckon you’ll have to pay.”
“Reckon so,” replied Tom.

Some fellas says there ain’t no sich thing as

luck. But them that says it ain’t made the acquaintance of Tom Sawyer cause there ain’t a person livin’
or dead that can out luck ole Tom. It happened this
away.
Since we had plumbed Sommers’ Holler as best as
any man could, we decided to try a place called Winn’s
Bald. It was up the mountain a bit and it was called a
bald cause nothing much growed on it, like Uncle Silas’ head. It took some reaching bein’ up a mountain
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and what with Tom with a bad leg, it done took longer
than we cared to admit so that even though we had
left at daybreak it was approaching nighttime when
we got there.
Winn’s Bald was just above the fairgrounds for the
county. We could actually look down and see people
like little ants scurrying to and fro and even though it
was getting on to dark we did just that for a spell. We
didn’t see no Haggard Hoofs as you might’n expected.
But it was as ripe pleasant a way to spend a day as any,
specially considerin’ it was the last piece of summer
we was likely to get.
Well after we wandered here and fro and found
nothing we decided Winn’s Bald was just another
bust for us and we goes awalking from the mountains, towards the fairgrounds side. As we walked, we
heard the shout of “Soo pig” from someone nearby
and knowed something was up as they wouldn’t be
no pigs up here in the mountains unless they’s runaways.
We came out of the mountains and into a small
clearing and we saw a big old man in dungarees holding a rope and shouting “Soo pig” to the rafters. The
sound bounced and scattered across the clearing and
echoed back at least twice.
“You youngsters seen a big pig when you’se on that
mountain?” asked the man in the dungarees when he
spotted us.
“Naw sir,” I said, “didn’t see no pig. And no Haggard Hoofs neither. Now we gotta go see a feller about
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mucking his barn--” As Tom and I began to leave, the
man cut me off.
“Well I reckon you ain’t gonna never see Haggard
Hoofs as they ain’t no such beast, but the award winning Mr. Digestion, the best pig this state has ever
produced, done knocked down his enclosure and has
gone to greener pastures. We been looking fer him
most of today without luck. The fair will give a medal
and 300 dollars to whoever finds that pig and while
they can keep that medal, I aims to get the 300 dollars.”
“A medal!” Tom said and at the same time “300 Dollars!” I said, which goes to show you Tom is the better
man cause he ain’t no ways motivated by crass things
like money.
“Most ever man in the county is lookin’ fer him,”
the man continued, “hopin’ to be the lucky buck who
snags him!”
“Well add two more to that number!” Tom proclaimed.
Since we could hear “Soo pig!” and “Come along piggy!” from all sides I figgered that if we was gonna have
any luck it wouldn’t be here, so I said, “you know Tom,
I don’t know much about pigs, but I figgered if I was a
hunted I would go where people ain’t and there ain’t
no people at Sommers’ Holler.”
From the way he twisted his face in a knot I could
tell Tom was warm to the idea, but his pride was gettin’ in the way.
“Hucky,” he says, “you think a foreign man in a for-
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eign land like you knows better than all these folks
hereabouts who know this forest like we know Jackson’s Isle?”
“Well, I still figure it’s likely, Tom,” I said, “it’s got a
logic to it, I reckon?”
“Huck Finn, since when’d you become an expert on
logic! One of those things ya learned galavantin’ down
river?”
“Not sayin’ that, Tom, I just don’t know why I’m
wrong!”
“And that’s exactly why, Huck Finn! I told ya-- I’d
be better off huntin’ on my own then havin’ to stand
here and explain to you what you can’t understand!”
Tom started to storm off, his leg givin’ him trouble
again. I was mighty mad, and hot a piece-- but then
I watched him limp on a moment-- the honest limp,
not the one for show-- and had one of them e-tiffanys
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about my old friend Tom. My fire dropped a bit, and
I started relentin’, realizin’ what the fight was really
carried on about.
I shouted out:
“I’m sorry I didn’t take ya with me Tom.”
Tom stopped. He turned around and looked me
dead in the eye.
“We just got different lifes, Tom, it warn’t on purpose. You can’t up and leave it all like me. And Jim was
in trouble. But I wish I coulda at least told ya I warn’t
really dead.”
“Ya mean it, Hucky?”
“Of course, Tom Sawyer. You’re my best friend.”
Tom stood there lost in his head for a little moment.
“Well, I ain’t been much a friend myself, sometimes
lately, Hucky. Gettin’ you stuck in this mess, ignorin’
your stories, and tryin’ to one up ya. I don’t mean it
Huck. I’m lucky to have ya.”
“I know it, Tom Sawyer.”
He smiled a big smile, and I couldn’t help but do the
same.
“Now are you gonna tell me why I’m wrong?” I
asked. Tom just smiled.
“Huck, you know you ain’t wrong. That’s exactly
where that hog is.” Tom motioned for me excited like,
and we made tracks fast for the holler.
Sommers’ Holler was spooky in the moonlight, like
I s’pected, but me and Tom could stand a spook or two
if it got us $300 and a medal on the other end. We
split up and approached the holler from either side,
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just in case the pig was there and would bolt. We both
made ready with rope we’d gotten from Uncle Silas in
hopes of snagging Haggard Hoofs, and started quietly
picking through, looking for Mr. Digestion, the prize
winning hog.
You could just make out a ghostly white creature
drinking in the spring. It wasn’t quite as big as a calf,
but big enough to do-- ain’t no fire nor brimstone
coming out of its mouth, though, nor no booger man
by its side. Ain’t now Haggard Hoofs-- just a big ol’
pig that was tired of runnin’ and skeered of the night.
Tom and I had no trouble at all roping him and pulling him along.
Now this story might’ve ended right there if any
man other than Tom Sawyer was a part of it; after
all, we had our medal and we had our 300 dollars
and that’s more luck than any critter has a right to.
But Tom had made a bet and he was one to make sure
he didn’t welch or was welched on, and he had a new
plan ready to settle our score.
That night we slept with the pig in Uncle Silas’ barn
and was more’n happy to do so. Around breakfast,
we took the pig to the Sheriff and got our medal and
our bank note for the $300, and then Tom laid out
our plan for the bet nice and smooth; the sheriff had
a sense of humor and he agreed to it once he heard
how well Tom ‘splained it, and then we took the pig
with us to the meeting place to await Mr. Harriman.
Tom put a white sheet on the pig to make it more dramatick like.
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In due course Mr. Harriman came astrolling along
and they was a course the typical hangers on and plus
half the kids in town that had heard about the bet had
already showed up and expressed lots of interest in
what was under the sheet. Tom and I said nothing,
Tom waitin’ for the right moment for that dramatick
revealing. When they said “That ain’t no Haggard
Hoofs!” Tom would just smile that knowing smile and
maybe cock an eyebrow, but wouldn’t say no word.
Mr. Harriman finally did come into our circle and
said “Okay boys, time to pay up. You got Haggard
Hoofs there under that blanket? If not, then I got a
barn, and I got a shovel, and I got plenty of time to
supervise as’n you pay off the bet.”
Tom pulled the blanket and said: “We’ll take our
money Mr. Harriman!”
Harriman saw Mr. Digestion there, wearin’ that
medal from the Benton County Fair, and bust out guffawing along with several of his buddies. “That ain’t
Haggard Hoofs, you dolt!” Harriman said, “that’s just
a pig-- a fine specimen of a pig alright-- but just a pig!
Nice try boys, but Joe Harriman ain’t just been born
yesterday.”
“Never said it was Haggard Hoofs,” Tom replied,
pulling the medal off the hog and showin’ it to Mr.
Harriman and the group. “I seem to recall that our bet
was whether or not I’d get a medal from the Benton
County Fair. Appears I did!”
Never have I seen so much laughter in one spot at
one time. Even the kids who likely didn’t know what
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they’s laughing about laughed. Harriman started to
get mad, but then caught himself and either on purpose or ‘cause it was expected of him said: “Well, I’se
been skinned by two boys and that’s the truth, and
ain’t no need a crying over it.”
And as luck would have it, me and Tom spent the
rest of that fadin’ summer happ’ly nonemployed, 320
dollars richer, and recounting my great adventures
with Jim down the mighty Mississip.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Feral pigs still roam wild in various US states and countries around the world, including Canada, Australia and
Brazil. Descended from formerly domesticated pigs now
free in the wild, they are viewed as a pest in most communities in which they exist. Arkansas has always been
known for their wild pig population, something the community embraces-- the state’s top public university, the
University of Arkansas, uses the nickname “Razorbacks”
for its sports teams.

DISCUSSION
Huck says he believes in luck because Tom always
seems to have it, but the story touches on the many different ways we talk about luck, from using it simply as
an expression to the belief by some that it’s a real factor
in everyday life. From a scientific perspective, there’s no
such thing as luck-- but peoples belief in it-- and the cultural power the idea of luck still has-- makes it important to think about. Go through the story and see if you
can relate to all the different ways luck is talked about by
Tom and Huck.
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all about wild pigs!
By Merrick, Super Science Showcase Staff
Wild pigs (Sus Scrofa) are feral animals now, but
their ancestors were not. Wild pigs aren’t native to
the United States-- they came to the Americas along
with the Spanish. Brought over as a food source by
the Europeans, some escaped their owners, adapted
to the wild and spread all throughout the Americas.
While wild pigs live mostly in the southeastern
United States (particularly Texas, which has an
estimated half of the population of the 6 million
wild pigs estimated to live in the country) they can
live most anywhere and are located as far north
as Vermont and as far west as Oregon. Wild pigs
are intelligent, adaptable, omnivorous-- and also
scavengers. Due to this, they have been able to grow
from those first few escaped animals into the sizable
population we have now-- in just a few hundred
years!
Wild pigs are a growing pest to agriculture in the

US, mostly because they are rooting animals; they
forage (look for food) by using their tusks and snouts
to dig beneath the ground to find roots. Wild pigs
also travel in packs (called a sounder)-- so you can
imagine how they could easily devastate a farmer’s
crops in just a few days! Pigs also compete for habitat
with many other types of animals, and their growth
affects the decline of other species, such as wild
turkeys.
Wild pigs can also harbor many different
pathogens (a bacterium or virus than can cause
a disease). These pathogens can spread to other
creatures in the wild-- and even to domesticated pigs
when they intermingle. Some scientists believe the
swine flu virus, not seen in the United States since
2007, may still exist in wild pig populations, and
might one day return as a threat to humans.
There are lots of names for wild pigs, such as:
wild hogs, wild boars (for males) and razorbacks.
The colloquial term “razorback” comes from
the observation that wild pigs are much hairier
than domesticated pigs, and their hair can stand
straight up and form a line down its back, giving the
appearance of a razor blade.
Wild pigs can grow up to 500 pounds and typically
live 8 to 10 years. They’re ferocious in a fight-- so
much so that they are even the mascot for the sports
teams of the University of Arkansas! They are very
athletic, and can even run as fast as 30 mph for
limited bursts. They can also leap as high as 3 feet--

and they can even climb!
Wild pigs are hunted by humans, particularly in
places where the pigs have become too numerous.
A robust business has grown for hunting parties,
almost like an African safari, where the hunter pays
for a guide to go with them on a wild pig hunt.
If you ever see a wild pig in the forest, be
careful! They can be dangerous. But they are also
a fascinating example of what can happen when a
domesticated animal returns to the wild!
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It’s 1947. The Second World War is over, and the
world has changed.
Three years ago American soldiers in the Pacific Ocean
stumbled onto an island full of impossible things-- creatures that were once animals-- who now walk, speak and
think like men-- created by mad science fifty years before.
The world debated what to do with these “Others”-leave them on the island, to live like abominations?-- or
bring them home? To live with us?
Those who would come were brought to Washington,
D.C.-- to the neighborhood of Benning-- where these
“Benning Beasts” could be integrated into human society. But they are largely left alone to live amongst themselves.
My mission, through my faith, is to help them, and to
help the world understand them. And sometimes, with
the help of a private detective named Valerie Sodecko,
helping both, means protecting them from each other.
Mason Limbrick
Benning Mission, 1947

THE INHUMAN ZOO
by
Lee Fanning

“It’s not her fault-- she can’t defend her-

self!”
Private Eye Valerie Sodecko-- high cheek bones,
hard jaw and tense eyes-- and Mason-- softer, rounder
features with a disconcerting stare-- study Philo as he
speaks. He’s an “Other”-- what one might describe as
a donkey man. Valerie’s seen plenty like him, but his
unnatural features still give her chills. Long, horselike face, gray fur, and bold, stark black eyebrows.
His long drooping ears are decorated with beads and
colorful stones hanging from strands of twisted fur.
His eyes, however, are strikingly human-- concerned,
vulnerable, angry. His pause fills the room. He looks
away, mad clenched fists on the desk.
Val and Mason share a look.
“Why do you say that?” asks Mason, finally.
“She’s a mute,” Philo confesses.
“And I would wager,” continues Mason, “she’s never
been taught sign language?”
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Philo shakes his head. “Those kinds of things were
forbidden, on the Island. Some superstitions remain.”
Philo stands abruptly. He paces softly over the aged
wooden floor, darts his eyes about the sparse and
poor decorations of the mission’s ragged office, before turning to a broken window on the far side of the
room, looking out to the quiet urban street below.
“Then she can’t communicate at all?” Valerie calls
after him.
“She can communicate with me,” says Philo, turning sharply. “I understand her. I know what she wants.
And she doesn’t want to be there.”
Valerie thumbs a ragged, pulpy advertisement for
the “Chimera Carnival”, an attraction of sorts-- a zoo,
really-- but not a zoo of animals. It’s a zoo of Others.
Advertised in a crude, poorly rendered black and
white are photos and sketches of jackal-women, catmen, and others of indistinguishable origin.
Everything about the poster gives her the creeps.
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“The Griffin exploits them like freaks,” says Philo.
“It’s disgusting.”
“But these Others are all there willingly, correct?”
asks Val. “They’re all being paid?”
“They’re embarrassments,” says Philo harshly.
“Is she right, Philo?” asks Mason. “Is Alexandria being paid?”
Philo shrugs. “She has no use for money. She only
needs a home.”
“Which is where?” asks Val.
“I’m her brother,” says Philo defiantly. “I’m her
home.”
Valerie spots Alexandria’s photograph on the poster. Long, slender limbs, scales covering her body-- a
lizard-like woman-- with, for an Other, an attractive
touch of human-like facial features-- thin lips, nice
symmetry and easy eyes.
“We can’t just go and take her away from there,
Philo-- you understand that?” asks Mason. “The carnival is a legal operation, and The Griffin is within her
rights to enforce any contracts she might have with
your, uh, sister.”
“There is no contract,” bites Philo. “It’s manipulation! It’s slavery! She’s paraded as a freak because she
can’t defend herself!”
“Philo, calm down,” warns Val, “we can talk to The
Griffin. If there’s anything illegal happening we can
get the police involved--”
“NO!” interjects Philo. “NO cops! The Griffin can
buy and sell them--!”
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“All right, all right,” calms Mason with a lowering
hand, “no police. We’ll talk to her. We’ll see what we
can figure out. We’ll do what we can for your sister.”
“Save her, missionary,” Philo warns, “or I don’t care
about the consequences-- I will.”
Mason and Val share an uncertain look. Val glances back to the poster, her gaze fixing on the carnival’s
matriarch. Bird-like beak, sharp feathers, passion-less
face, wing-like arms crossed, a quiet stare to the camera: The Griffin.

In person, her presence is even more impres-

sive. She carries herself with a regal authority-- a calm,
confident strength. She’s older, for an Other-- one
of the mad Doctor Thoreau’s earliest successes. Despite her odd, animal-infused appearance, she moves
much like a human, even in subtle ways, which aren’t
lost on Mason, notepad in hand, listening to her side
of the story. He notes a dainty Victorian quality to the
decor, perhaps a key to who The Griffin really wants
to be-- old knick-knacks, antiques, crowded furniture
and tea cups on lace doilies fill the space. It feels like
his grandmother’s house.
“They are not of genetic kin. According to your
laws, he has no agency over her.” Her words are slow,
thoughtfully crafted, like a witness on trial.
“We understand there’s no legal grounds for Philo’s
guardianship,” Mason concedes, “but, I don’t have to
tell you, of the custom of Others, while on the Island,
to form surrogate families. Unofficially, we still try to
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respect those.”
“Of course, you don’t have to tell me,” says The Griffin with a slight scoff, “what do you think this is? This
carnival is our family.”
Valerie, who leaves the note taking to Mason, considers before she speaks.
“Is there documentation, Madam Griffin, of your
arrangement with your employees-- or, rather, members of your family?” She wrenches a sarcastic smile.
The Griffin ignores it with a placating blink. “Detective Sodecko, is this official police business?”
“As I said before, ma’am, I’m not with the police.”
“That’s what I thought. I’m under no obligation to
you. Unless you have a warrant.”
Ever the peacekeeper, Mason intercedes. “No one
wants that, Madam Griffin. We’re simply here to
pacify Philo. If we didn’t look into this, we’re afraid
he might do something… troubling, for everyone involved.”
The Griffin scoffs coyly again. “Philo is a coward.
He’ll be no trouble.” She petitely raises a cup of tea to
her beak. “I can assure you everything is perfectly legal and documented at my carnival. I see to her needs,
she wants for nothing, and I take that responsibility
seriously. She’s happy here.”
Mason and Val share an unconvinced look.
“And if you follow the legal procedures that protect
my rights, I’ll be more than happy to speak with you
again in greater detail.”
Valerie and Mason aren’t satisfied, but they aren’t
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getting anything else. They stand
to leave. As Val starts for the door,
Mason stops and turns back to The
Griffin. This stops Val, who looks at
him curiously.
“Something on your mind, Mr.
Mason?” asks The Griffin.
“May I speak to her?”
The Griffin, unflinching, takes
another sip of tea. “She can’t speak
back,” she says coldly.
“I’d just really like to meet her,”
says Mason with a calming smile.
The Griffin points to a rudimentary hand-painted post above the
door, an early draft of the carnival’s
signage: ADMISSION 50 CENTS
“Paying customers are always
welcome to meet my family.”
Val and Mason wander the corridors of the carnival uneasily. The
warehouse-- a munitions plant decommissioned after the war-- had
been converted into a large hall of
wire cages. The enclosures each
hold a voluntary captive, all Others, and all almost naked, stalking
about as if more animal than man,
climbing trees and hunting imagi-
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nary prey; pouncing as if to frighten guests with
excited thrills; licking their fur and eating from
bowls cemented into the ground.
Though not overcrowded, the carnival is well
populated with curious human sightseers: a mix
of families, business men, street children-- Mason
notes their chuckles and gasps and excited, nervous chatter. It seems less a zoo and more a sideshow.
Mason and Valerie quickly skirt through the
crowds and past the enclosures of the jackal-woman, the cat-man, the bat-like creature and the tall
thing that’s a mix of amphibian and mammal-- until finding themselves at an isolated enclosure at
the rear of the facility. Tucked in a corner, almost
hidden. There, Valerie sees Alexandria for the first
time in person-- as tall, sleek and dignified as she
appeared on the crude poster. She rests on a large
log stretched between two wooden posts near the
top of the enclosure. She seems to sleep.
For a moment, Valerie and Mason just watch,
preferring not to disturb her. She finally notices them-- but believing them simply spectators,
turns away from them to face the wall.
“Alexandria?” asks Mason.
After a moment, the Other turns back to face
them, her eyes both curious and concerned.
“My name’s Mason,” he says, “and this is detective Valerie Sodecko. I run a mission in Benning,
for, Others--”
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Suddenly, excitedly, Alexandria drops from the
tree, some nine feet to the floor of the enclosure, landing with a dancer’s grace. She rushes to the cage fence,
motioning with her hand for Mason and Valerie to
come closer. After another shared, unnerved look, the
pair approach.
Alexandria dashes away, digging into the rear corner of the green painted hay lining the bottom of her
cage. She returns, almost giggling, with a sheet of
ripped paper in hand. She unfolds it, shows it to Mason and points.
It’s a newspaper article-- a picture of him, about his
mission.
“You’ve heard of me?” asks Mason.
She doesn’t nod, but her eyes seem to say yes.
“I’m glad to know that.”
She stares excitedly back at Mason.
“Can we ask you something, Alexandria?” Valerie
cuts in. Alexandria watches as Val steps slightly closer.
“I know you don’t speak,” Valerie continues, “but
maybe you can nod, yes or no?”
Alexandria nods yes.
“We’ve talked to Philo,” says Valerie. The smile
melts from Alexandria’s face, and she looks away.
“We don’t mean to scare you,” says Mason. “He’s just
concerned. He is your brother, right? At least according to Island law?”
Alexandria looks up. She nods yes, sheepishly.
“He’s concerned,” begins Mason, “that you’re not
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here because you want to be. That you’ve been-- coerced into this. Is that true?”
She doesn’t respond.
“We want to help you, if you need help,” says Val,
“but we need to know if Philo has a right to be concerned.”
“You understand what we’re asking?” intercuts Mason. “If The Griffin has you here, without you wanting to be here…”
Again, she just stares at Mason, no response. Valerie
and Mason share a look.
“We’re sorry to have bothered you,” says Mason. He
starts to walk away-- Val follows, with a nod to Alexandria, who contemplates with a turn.
This time, it’s Valerie who stops short. Mason pulls
up, looks at her. She turns around to Alexandria.
“Should we be worried about Philo? Are you trying
to get away from him?”
Alexandria looks up yet again, and just looks away-again seemingly no response. But Valerie thinks she
sees one. She shares another one of their looks with
Mason, and then nods to the Other.
“Thank you for your time.”
Alexandria watches the pair leave, her eyes drifting
back to the newspaper article. She touches the photograph of the mission, a telling gaze-- before, suddenly
sensing a presence, she turns towards the dark hallway.
The Griffin stalks by and glares at Alexandria for a
small moment-- then continues down the hall.
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Neither Mason nor Valerie expected the conver-

sation to go well, but Philo was especially outraged
after they described their encounter with Alexandria.
He became inconsolable when they tried to convince
him to leave the situation alone. He’s angry-- and dangerous-- and Valerie and Mason decided their job in all
of this wasn’t quite done yet.
It’s the third day of the stakeout when it seems like
maybe Philo is more bark than bite after all-- maybe
The Griffin was right.
The broken parking lot outside the carnival is
mostly empty this time of night. While most of the
employees-- or members of the “family”-- live in a
barrack unit retrofitted from another building on the
campus, none aside perhaps from The Griffin have
automobiles.
Aside from the cheap banners The Griffin uses to
attract ogling customers, the entire campus seems
dead and deserted, just another urban post-war eyesore. On the radio, the popular show Fibber McGee and
Molly is on for Mason’s benefit, while Valerie does her
best to ignore it. The stakeout was her idea, and she
probably should be here alone-- but Mason felt a duty
to tag along, and she does appreciate that. Their platonic partnership has served both of them well-- he’s
a good friend. Even if he laughs at the dumbest jokes
on the planet.
“Hahahaha!” laughs Mason on cue as he buries his
hand into a box of Cracker Jacks. Valerie lifts her hand
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to instinctively turn off the annoyance of the radio,
then diverts to check her watch, and finally settles for
snatching the box of Cracker Jacks and polishing it off
with a single tilt back of her head. Mason just stares.
Valerie looks back. She looks in the empty box and
holds it open over his hand.
“Well I saved you the toy,” she jokes as the small, paper-wrapped prize falls into his open palm .
There’s another quiet break in a night full of quiet
breaks, until Mason again cackles at a poorly written
runaway lawnmower joke.
“Do you think we’re wasting our time?” Valerie finally asks.
“I hope we are.”
“It’s hard to understand how you can stay so sympathetic to these things sometimes, Mason.”
Mason considers. “All life has value,” he says, with
a shrug, “and intelligent life, especially, deserves the
benefit of the doubt.” Val considers. “Besides, I don’t
think we’re that different, Valerie. Most of the District
Police think every single Other in Benning is a criminal. You might be a little more cynical than me-- but
you’ll still give them a chance.”
“That’s because you’re rubbing off on me,” Val rolls
her eyes. “But-- this place gives me the creeps, Mason.
I can see why Philo hates it-- it’s so degrading to them.
It makes them seem so much more like animals.”
Mason nods.
“Can’t they see that’s just making things worse? It
makes it harder to care about what happens to them,
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if I’m honest. If they don’t want to help themselves.”
Mason shakes his head. He looks to Val.
“I don’t think you really feel that way.”
Val eyes him, unsure exactly how to take that. Mason breaks the tension guffawing at another malfunctioning home appliance joke.
A loud creak echoes behind them. Both turn to look
out the rear window of the car. There-- a humanoid
figure, hooded in black, squeezes through a gate near
the western side of campus. The figure’s flashlight
bobbles as it struggles to make it through the fence.
After shuffling free, the figure dashes towards the
rear housing complex.
Mason looks down, slightly disappointed. Val looks
to him.
“We can still stop him.”
Valerie and Mason follow the cloaked figure’s trail
to the barracks-like housing. The back door has been
forced open, the door knob busted. Valerie takes out
her .38 revolver, shares a nod with Mason, and the
pair quietly follow.
Inside is a large rectangular room, not unlike the
exhibition hall that housed the carnival’s enclosures.
It has the same bare look, and is lined with utilitarian
metal bunk beds. Cheap sheets of mismatched fabrics
form drapes around each bed, an attempt at privacy.
Down the hall, they can see a flashlight, quickly
bobbing in and out of the sheeted bunks, looking for
someone.
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They scurry closer-- quicker-- to the light, and the
hooded figure holding it. The figure sees them, rushes
towards a door at the far wall, presumably an exit.
“Stop it NOW Philo!” Valerie stops, aims her .38, unflinching.
The figure freezes by the door, then turns-- it’s Philo, all right.
“On the ground, NOW!” demands Valerie. Mason
glances behind-- there’s rustling from the bunks, as
the startled Others wake.
“Get out of here!” shouts Philo. “I have to take care
of her--”
Suddenly the door behind Philo bursts open-- off
its hinges-- in a shocking display of strength, spilling
Philo to the ground. It’s not an exit at all-- it’s a private
quarters.
The Griffin stands in the now broken doorway and
squawks defiantly. She lunges at and lifts Philo off the
ground, wrapping powerful, talon-like hands around
his neck.
“Drop him, now!” shouts Valerie. The Griffin sees
her gun. She screams, and then hurls Philo into Valerie, toppling them both. The .38 skids on the floor.
Mason starts quickly towards Valerie before The
Griffin squawks angrily at him, freezing him in his
place. He takes a breath, and then a step forward, before a slender, scaly hand touches him.
It’s Alexandria, now dressed in a modest nightgown. Her eyes are panicked and horrified.
Philo scurries forward as the main lights in the
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hall suddenly come on. Mason glances behind. Now
all of the carnival’s employees-- the family-- seem to
be cautiously awake, peering out from their beds and
fixed on the action.
The Griffin squawks again-- regaining Mason’s full
attention-- and approaches Philo, who grabs the .38,
furry finger on the trigger. Mason and the rest of the
room watch on in helpless horror.
Valerie springs onto Philo and wrestles for the gun.
He careens and shouts in an awful cacophony of donkey and human voice. The Griffin roars again and
lunges towards the two of them, talons raised.
“STOP IT!”
The entire room freezes. Philo stares. The Griffin
stares. Mason stares.
Valerie stares.
“I said stop it,” Alexandria says, in a soft but stern
voice, again to the surprise of the entire room.
The Griffin’s raised hackles begin to relax, as do the
locked arms of Philo and Valerie.
“My dear child, you can speak,” says The Griffin.
“Alex,” says Philo, dropping the gun and scurrying
out from under Val’s pin, who immediately grabs the
gun, but otherwise freezes to watch the action unfold.
“Alex, I’m here to take you home.”
“You will do no such thing, Philo,” says The Griffin.
“You will not remove her from these premises-- I can
assure you.” She raises her talon threateningly.
“This ends TONIGHT, Griffin!” Philo barks. “I’ll do
what I should’ve done--”
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“I SAID STOP IT!” Louder this time. All turn to Alexandria again. “It’s NOT your decision.”
Philo looks smugly to The Griffin. “Consider your
contract voided, Griffin--” he burns, before Alexandria says-“NO. I’m talking to YOU.”
Philo is frozen. He can’t believe it.
“Sister?”
“This is MY life, Philo,” she says.
“But, the law of the Island--”
“We’re not on the Island anymore, Philo.”
There’s a long pause. Philo tightens, unsettled, his
fists begin to flinch. Mason senses it. He steps forward, between the brother and sister. Valerie stands,
gun ready as well, covering Mason from Philo’s back.
Alex touches Mason’s shoulder. He looks to her-she shakes her head. He makes room for her as she
steps forward.
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“I left because I needed to leave,” she says. “Madam
Griffin offered me space, until I figured out where I
wanted to go.” The Griffin crosses her arms and resumes her regal demeanor, cocking her head slightly.
“And I think I finally found that.”
She turns to Mason. “Mr. Mason-- your mission. Is
there room for me there?”
Mason is shocked. For a moment, he can’t respond-before snapping out of it. “Yes, of course.”
“Immediate opening?” she asks.
“As early as tonight, if you like.”
Valerie watches their exchange.
Philo looks strangely at his sister. “You can TALK,”
he manages, almost chuckling in disbelief.
“Thank you for everything, Philo-- ever since we
were on the Island, you’ve looked out for me. But I’ve
got to do this on my own. You understand? I can take
care of myself now. Brother.”
Philo considers. He nods, softly at first but rising in
conviction. “Can I still see you?”
“Eventually,” she says, “but on my terms.”
He looks down, nods. He turns, faces The Griffin.
“She’s leaving tonight,” he says sharply, head raised
defiant. “You can’t make her stay here any longer.”
“She will be relieved of her contract, of course,” says
The Griffin. “And what salary she has due she’s welcome to take with her.”
Alexandria nods. “I’ll pack my things,” she says to
Mason, exiting back towards her bunk.
Philo turns back, sharing a glare with The Griffin.
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“Press charges?” Valerie asks, nodding to Philo.
“No...” says The Griffin, smoothly, surprising Val.
“This one is trouble. But he’s not hopeless.”
Philo stares, slightly in disbelief as well. He considers.
Mason walks up softly. “Time to go, Philo.” The donkey-man nods.

Back at the mission, Alexandria settles in to her

new quarters-- they’re modest, but remarkably less
drab than what she’s used to. She unpacks her few
possessions, thanks Mason and retires for the night.
Alone in Mason’s office, Valerie waits, looking out
the shabby mission’s broken front window.
“I’ve seen this kind of thing before,” she says. “With
people. It’s always scary.” Mason nods. “Humans are
bad enough-- but, animals, doing this to animals.”
Mason thinks a moment. He shrugs.
“But they’re not animals, Val. I think Alex proved
that tonight. And, in their own way, so did The Griffin-- and Philo.”
Val considers.
“Do you think he’ll leave her alone?”
Again, Mason shrugs.
“Philo was being scary, sure-- but he was convinced
he was doing it for Alex’s well-being. Now, he knows
that wasn’t the case. I honestly think he gets that. I
think I agree with The Griffin. I think there’s hope.”
“You always think there’s hope, Mason. And maybe
they aren’t animals. But they aren’t human either.”
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“They don’t have to be.”
Valerie considers.
“What about you?” Mason asks. “What do you
think?”
Valerie considers.
“I think no one got hurt, and your mission just got
someone else who needed it. That’ll do, for tonight.”
Valerie and Mason share one of their looks. And a
smile.
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DID YOU KNOW?
There have actually been “human zoos” that existed
throughout the 19th and 20th centuries Also called ethnological expositions, these exhibits often consisted of
housing peoples deemed “primitive” by the culture hosting the exhibit in a zoo-like enclosure. While most popular in the 1800s and early-1900s (mostly in Europe, but
also some in the US), this practice fell out of favor when
cultural sensibilities changed, and such exhibitions became viewed as racist and degrading to the people on
“display.”

DISCUSSION
In the story, The Griffin has named her zoo the “Chimera Carnival” because a chimera is an organism containing a mix of different genetic tissues. Others, in the
world of “Mission: Monsters”, are chimeras, made up of
different animals and even human parts. While Others
are fictional, some scientists are already breeding pigs
and other species with genetic similarities to humans
in hopes of one day using these animals to harvest organs for humans in need of a transplant-- which would
make those recipients, by definition, chimeras! Called
Xenotransplation, there have been previous unsuccessful attempts, but it currently remains a largely theoretical field. Do you think humans could one day use animal
transplants for humans in need of them? Can you think
of any scientific or ethical hurdles that might keep this
from ever being successful on a large scale?
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WHEN DID WE FIRST GET ZOOS?
By Adrelton, Super Science Showcase Staff
Zoos are great! They’re fun, educational and
unique-- where the heck else can you find a zebra
and a walrus on the same continent-- but they haven’t been around forever.
The first zoo on record was the private zoo of
Shulgi, the ruler of the city state of Ur (which was
located in the country that is now known as Iraq).
This zoo was for royal eyes only and consisted
mostly of animals that were locally well-known.
The first true zoo (available to the public and
containing “exotic” animals) was in ancient Egypt,
under the oversight of Queen Hatshepsut. The zoo
was said to have been very impressive, and included specimens from all over Africa, which we know
from the many drawings of the place that still exist
depicting its many animals and their keepers. Many
historians interpret these drawings as a sign of respect, and as an important portrayal of something
unusual for the time.

Later, zoos became a Noblesse Oblige-- or a duty
that nobles viewed they owed the common people
they ruled over, not unlike the “bread and circuses” of ancient Rome. There are many histories of
these elaborate and well-stocked zoos throughout
the ancient world, such as the zoo maintained by
the Chinese Emperor Wen Wang (541-634 C.E.)
that was over 1,500 acres in size, and featured
animals from all over the then far-flung Chinese
empire. Wang’s zoo was called the Garden of Intelligence, probably to attract customers, as intelligence was widely admired (and often rewarded) in
the Chinese Empire of the time.
The oldest zoo still in operation today is the Tiergarten Schonbrun in Vienna, Austria which was
built in 1752-- that’s 24 years before the American
Revolution! It was built in honor of Maria Thersea,
wife of Emperor Francis I of Austria. This zoo obtained animals from all over the world, including
the “exotic” British Colonies of the time-- including
animals from colonies that would later become the
United States-- and was noted for having the first
giraffe ever brought to Europe.
We’re fortunate nowadays. Zoos are common,
and exist in most metropolitan areas in the world,
with affordable admission, so all of us can experience the wonder of the world’s many amazing
animals, no matter where we live. Don’t take it for
granted! This is an opportunity very few genera-

tions of humans have ever had! So get to your local
zoo and enjoy the perks of growing up in the 21st
Century!
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The desert sand shines under the sun.

Bright blue eyes, electric and sharp, suddenly illuminate. A robot, his dented golden head gleaming,
turns to survey the area.
The desert sparkles. Digital readings laid out over
the brightness are all that the robot sees in the broken
desolation of sand and rubble.
When he stands, his tattered steel body creaks from
rust. His right arm can not move.
“Communication link on. I seem to be...lost.”
His voice fades into static, the only response.
Communication Link Failed flashes on Gizmo’s peripheral scopes.
He spots a rodent. His vision zooms in, his scopes
identifying it: Brown Rat, Native of Earth.
The rat sees Gizmo and scurries back over a large
hill.
Gizmo pauses, then follows the rodent in a halfdead stagger. He stops as a familiar half-globe silhou-
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ette is revealed in the foreground.
“No, it is not possible.”
Ruins of buildings-- barren, broken, dead for generations-- fill his vision. The ruins were once the sprawling headquarters of the International Space Alliance,
but now only the iconic globe statue of Earth that
was once part of the building’s masthead offers any
reminder of its existence, itself now crumbling and
decaying like everything else.
Gizmo recognizes it instantly. He could never forget
where he was born.
Gizmo’s shadow falls on the shattered insignia of
the ISA. He kneels and examines a piece of the ISA
logo with his good arm.
“This...this is a lie,” he says, aggrieved. “Communication link on. I must speak with the Wise Drive.”
Again there is only static.
“This can not be Earth.”
A sharp rod erupts from Gizmo’s left palm. He cuts
into the ground.
“Chemical analysis, engage.”
Gizmo’s eyes strum. Chemical compounds flood
his peripheral scopes, accompanied by flashing scans
of pictures and descriptions of all the planets in the
known universe. The analysis completed, there is
only one conclusion: Earth is a 100% match.
“No. How? Where...the others,” Gizmo says, uncertain. “Where are the others-- where-- the year. What
is the year?”
Gizmo’s eyes again strum, the calculation flashing
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on his scopes.
The answer:
6745 A.C.E.
“They’ve been dead for centuries.”
Gizmo slumps, seeming to crumble in on himself.
“I am alone.”
Gizmo’s eyes, still electric blue, illuminate as he
wakes. Erratic, shocked by the sudden change in surroundings, Gizmo startles up from his reclined leather seat, tangling with his charging station’s umbilical
cords.
A freckled, red-haired, nearly-teenage boy rushes to
his aid.
“Whoa, whoa! Gizmo, what’s up?”
The door opens. A commanding figure charges in
with a pair of aliens-- a Sheevan and a Tito-- close behind, all in a hectic tumble.
“Where-- was I? How-- am I here? Was I extracted--?”
“What are you talking about?” Cavalier asks, adjusting the gold rimmed, leather-strapped goggles on
his head. “You’ve been here with me since you shut
down--”
“Impossible, Cal. My toxicology tests were not
wrong. I was centuries from here. Earth was ruins--”
Lennigen, the commander, approaches.
“If I didn’t know better, AI...I’d say you just had a
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dream.”
Everyone shares uneasy glances before turning
their gazes back on Gizmo.

A strange structure scintillates in space,

like an endless, glowing blue wall, largely transparent, and insulating itself from the sparkling cosmos
beyond it. This is the Quantum Closet, as it’s known-the inside of the great Hyper Wall-- and the perfect
refuge from the raging Sheeva-Tito Fron conflict for
The Quartermain, a specialized rectangular spacecraft
with curved edges and flap-like panel structures rotating all around it in alternating motions. From inside the Closet, The Quartermain seems as peaceful as
the serenely nestled planet beneath it-- Bathsheba.
But their looks deceive. Bathsheba is the front lines
to a centuries long war between its two moons-- Sheeva and Tito Fron-- alien races of a shared heritage who
seek nothing short of genocide for the other. The impenetrable Hyper Wall divides the orbits of these two
warring moons-- split around their ancestral home
world of Bathsheba-- created as part of a peace keeping attempt a millennia ago that largely failed. If they
could not attack each other directly, they’d just do it
through Bathsheba. And the war has raged on, there,
ever since.
Inside The Quartermain, a war of a different sort begins.
“Sub-Sentient AIs don’t dream,” Cavalier insists.
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“They don’t have the hardware.”
Gizmo’s schematic is displayed over The Quartermain’s deck. The Quartermain’s crew-- known back
home to the International Space Alliance as the
Forager II Mission Force, a follow up to an earlier attempt that was the first to send humans into this war
zone-- examine the display. Cavalier Martin fidgets
in his blue and black jumpsuit with golden-plated
helmet mount encircling his neck; Lennigen Martin,
more casually and grimly dressed and carrying an
air of calm gruffness, considers the schematic wearily; the Sheevan Babs, a one-time technical prodigy
of the Sheevan Army Engineer Corps who wears a
gray, pink-accented jumpsuit otherwise similar to
Cal’s, and is perhaps most recognizable by the metallic head gear she wears for both decorative and
practical purposes over her blue dreadlock-like hair,
studies wide-eyed; and Griff, the Tito from Tito Fron
(as well as Babs half-brother, and proof that these
two warring cultures could share common ground),
studies while reclined, red-skinned with sharp, batshaped tattoos on his arms and brow, with piercing,
serious eyes befitting someone who was once an
activist against the war before joining the Foragers
cause.
“When they’re shut down, they’re shut down,” Cal
continues. “Something else, other than his power
supply, would have had to send pulses through his
motherboard for him to ‘see’ anything offline.” Cal
points at the schematic as he explains.
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Babs, her teal skin flushed from the conversation,
asks, “What about the umbilicals?”
“The charger relay has a flawless circuit block for
the board. His batteries are being charged-- that’s it.”
A map screen flashes with interference; a faint circular pulse glitches at various points on the screen.
“So you think the energy flux we’ve been trying to
track on Bathsheba is responsible, Cal?” Griff turns to
Cavalier with his question.
“Exactly. We know it’s affecting our scopes, and
even the Wise Drive has been quiet since it started. It
has some sort of quantum connection. If it’s strong
enough to penetrate the Hyper Wall, who knows what
effect it can have on Toms.”
Lennigen shakes his head.
“I know he’s your friend, son, but I’m not sure it’s
that simple. Toms developing the ability to dream...
it’s not unprecedented. And it’s not a good sign.”
Babs adds, right on Lennigen’s heels, “It can be dangerous.”
“Gizmo’s not dangerous,” Cal replies sternly.
“He’s a weapon, son,” Lennigen says, straightening
his shoulders. “An aged one at that. And the level of
detail he described in his ‘vision’-- the significance of
seeing the place he was ‘born’ in ruins. It’s indicative
of something...darker.”
“It’s the flux,” Cavalier explains, “we just need to
find it.”
“We’re going to find it, Cal,” Babs says, “and we’re
going to get to the bottom of this. But Gizmo...doesn’t
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need to be alone right now.”
Babs stares at Cavalier pointedly, Lennigen joining
her.
Cal doesn’t falter. “His diagnostics should’ve run by
now anyway.” He turns to leave then stops, turning
back to speak once more.
“He’s not dangerous. No way.” Then, he exits.
In the wake of his exit, the three
adults continue their conversation.
“You said this has happened before,” Griff says, “on Earth?”
“I’m worried...he’s turning into a
‘Pinocchio’....” Lennigen shakes his
graying head.
Griff turns to Babs and lowers his
voice. “You know what he’s talking
about?”
Babs nods. “One of my melds with
the Wise Drive told me all about it.”
Griff continues, turning back to
Lennigen. He sounds unsettled.
“What are we dealing with here,
Len?”
Lennigen considers. He presses a
dial.
“I need to talk to the Wise Drive.
Alone.”

Inside

their shared quarters,
Gizmo sits, Cavalier intent on a di-
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agnostic screen. While Cal inspects the diagnostic
breakdown, Gizmo remains wired up, umbilicals connecting him to his chair.
“Everything looks fine,” Cavalier says.
Gizmo doesn’t respond.
“You’re being quiet,” Cal remarks. “Not that that’s
strange. But the quiet itself...seems troubled.”
“It would not take a Synth Prod to notice, I imagine.”
Cavalier chuckles. “Probably not. What’s on your
mind?”
“Mortality.”
“Least you’re keeping things light.”
Gizmo replies, “All sentient organisms, throughout the known universe, share only a single aspect of
fundamental common experience. Upon death, their
senses are engulfed by a vibrant flash of light; their
neural impulses flare violently, fully engaged, perhaps for the only instant in their entire existence. It is
a moment of great activity. And then there is silence.
What happens in that final moment?”
“No one knows for sure,” Cavalier admits. “Some believe a part of us lives on; that, in that moment, our
‘soul’ joins the Quantum.”
“Heaven.”
“I guess. No one knows for sure.”
“But, eventually, Cal, you will. You will experience
Death. You will know the spectacle of that final moment, and your purpose will belong to the larger
Quantum world. I will not. There is no eternity for me
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to belong to. I simply am, or not. I am alone.”
“Don’t talk that that,” Cavalier says, aggrieved.
“Don’t. You’re a part of this team, Gizmo.”
“I am satisfied with my function in this unit, Cal,”
Gizmo replies, “but that does not change my fate.”
“You’re just rattled. Nightmares’ll do it. And there’s
some sort of flux, spiking energy, on the planet-- intense, quantum linked.”
Gizmo looks to Cavalier.
“I think it’s affecting you,” Cal continues. “Just give
it time. We’ll find it, and we’ll stop it.”
“I am not certain it is that simple, Cal. But your optimism is commended.”
“Have you talked with the Wise Drive?”
“The Wise Drive has gone silent,” Gizmo states. “I
have tried.”
Blue lights, indicators of the Wise Drive activating,
suddenly flash on the wall.
“Speak of the Devil,” Cavalier says.
A holo-com screen appears in the center of the
room. Babs face appears.
“We’ve just received coordinates from the Wise
Drive,” she says.
A map of the lower southern hemisphere flashes on
the display, circular coordinates pulsing.
“It’s found the flux,” Babs continues, “lower southern hemisphere. Cal, prepare the Caller to jump planet.”
“I told ya,” Cal says, triumphantly. “We’ll take care
of it, buddy.”
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Space, cool, dark, and elusive, spills over with

stars. They shine like the myriad sands in a desert.
Only this time no one is dreaming. The Quantum
Closet trembles as The Quartermain fires energy into
its quantum barrier. A single tear forms in its blue
wall as this energy creates a wave-like rift. Blasting its
engines, The Quartermain soars into and through the
rift.
The planet turns below, expectant and waiting.
Bathsheba is a hostile, barren landscape, fatigued,
worn. Remnants of warfare are everywhere, dilapidated and disintegrating, wreckage savaging the terrain. The battle detritus is only obscured by a dense
white powder that drifts from the sky, like snow.
The sky rips asunder. Through the gap, The Quartermain enters. It soars to its desired position before
touching down.
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With a shuff of air, the hatch opens. Lennigen, Griff,
and Babs stand ready, lightly outfitted with exploration gear and wearing dense belts, with Gizmo and
Cavalier following behind. When the front four activate their Chameleon Suits, glowing energy flashes
around them.
Lennigen extends his hand, catching the “snow.”
He flinches as it shocks the invisible energy field
around him.
“This is snow?” he asks.
“No way,” Griff responds. “It’s called Phoenix Dust.”
He points up to a pair of hovering machines, great
hulks of beasts that pump the dust from the sky. They
gleam in the sky, overshadowing the group.
“Those are Sheevan Dusters,” Griff says. “They
spread the dust to ‘purge’ the terrain of especially
grisly battle sites. If you’re gonna war for centuries,
you gotta stay tidy.”
“Is it dangerous?” Lennigen asks.
Griff shrugs. “Should be fine if your Chameleon
Suit’s charged. Unprotected-- let’s just say you’d be
safer swimming in a volcano. This stuff disintegrates
matter.”
Lennigen scowls, gives a pensive glance up at the
Dusters. He side cuts his glance to Griff and discreetly
checks his belt for the Chameleon Suit’s charge level.
Griff smirks, then reconsiders. He, too, discreetly
checks his suit’s charge.
Babs examines the projected screen of her wrist
jockey, a wrist-mounted holographic computer.
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“Its chemical make-up has conducive properties.
This might be what ‘activated’ the flux on our radar. It
seems to be amplifying it,” Babs concludes.
“So what’s our next move?”
Griff asks.
Babs types on her wrist jockey.
“I was asking you, not your
computer.”
“We need to get control of
those Dusters,” Babs states, ignoring him.
“And stop this mess?” Lennigen chimes in, questioning.
“Stopping them would only
alert the Sheevan Army that
we’re here,” Babs explains. “We
have to make ourselves invisible.
Otherwise, they’re programmed
to drop death charges.”
Griff just looks at Babs.
“It’s to prevent looting. My design.”
“Subtle,” Griff says sarcastically.
The wrist jockey beeps. Access
Granted flashes on the screen.
Babs grins in satisfaction.
“We’re in. And we’re invisible.
Thanks to my computer.”
She glares at Griff, who re-
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turns an unimpressed furrowed brow. They exit together to finish their reconnaissance plans. Lennigen
turns to Gizmo.
“We won’t be long, AI. You can follow our position
with the Wise Drive, but don’t leave The Quartermain
under any circumstances. Understood?”
Gizmo just nods.
“All right, Cal,” Lennigen continues. He turns to
leave then stops.
“Might wanna, um, check your battery.”
Cal watches him leave.
“We’ll find it, Gizmo” he says, turning to his robotic
friend. “Trust me.”
“Only organics can trust,” Gizmo says.
“Just try.”
As the Dusters continue their slow churn overhead,
Cavalier follows the others.
Gizmo pauses for a moment, considering. The white
powder veils the land. Then, he turns back to the ship,
white shrouding everything.
The landscape assaults with its stark wreckage.
Across this hostile terrain, four silhouette’s trudge,
heading for their desolate target.
On Babs’ wrist jockey, in the center of the holographic screen, a pulse is visible.
Lennigen and Griff walk behind Babs, Cavalier following. The barren wastes before them are all they
can see, littered with rubble. Phoenix Dust sparks off
their invisible Chameleon Suits.
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“The scopes still aren’t precise,” Babs remarks, “but
we’re obviously looking at something kilometers underground.”
“If the Wise Drive can get a fix on it, so should the
Phantom Extractor,” Lennigen states. “Dead ahead?”
Babs nods. “And within range....”
“All right,” Lennigen says, “let’s punch it.”
At this, Griff takes a knee.
“Aye aye,” he says.
Compressed mechanisms from inside a round medallion on Griff’s chest spring open. They coalesce
into two separate curved rods, stretching to the reach
of Griff’s arms on either side, complete with hand
grips and triggers, which Griff takes into both hands;
from between the two rods a funnel-like chamber
grows out from the medallion on Griff’s chest as well.
A prod-like anchor juts from the newly formed device
and pierces the ground.
From the open end of the funnel-like chamber, a
translucent, orb-like attachment forms. It glows as
the high-pitched whine of an electrical charge builds
up.
Griff takes aim and pulls the triggers with both
hands. The high-pitched whine whirs louder until
gold energy explodes from the mechanism, filling
the sky. The energy radiates, grows, and swirls before
binding together into a single stream. From this, an
enormous, golden, translucent shape forms. Jagged
edges and zig-zags cut together to form a mountain
of synthetic, rotating mechanisms ripped from the
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fabric of space/time itself: the Phantom Extractor.
While Griff spools up the Phantom Extractor, Babs
works on her wrist jockey.
“Is the Wise Drive talking to it?” Lennigen asks.
“Still a lot of noise,” Babs says, “but the link is strong
enough.”
“Then let’s kick in the door.”
Energy hums from Griff’s direction. Light grows
from the monolithic device he wields. A cut forms in
the dust-covered ruins. The ground dissipates in the
cut section, as though its melting. The light grows
brighter and brighter.
Suddenly, the light fades. A tunneled path has
burned clean into the ground. The Phantom Extractor’s mechanisms whir to a stop then dissipate.
“Readings are still all over the place,” Babs says. “It’s
down there, but who knows how deep.”
“What does your gut tell ya, Sis?” Griff asks, the
mechanism automatically collapsing and returning
to the medallion on his chest.
“You’re saying I have a gut?”
“Knock it off,” Lennigen growls, “we’ll find out the
rest the old fashioned way.” He palms a quasar, a Sheevan ray gun. “Fill your hands.”
Carefully, the four follow the hewn path into a dark
cavern, each alert. Their lights cut through the black,
their surroundings dark and mysterious. The wrist
jockey sheds its own light, holoscreen showing the
way forward.
As the four shadows proceed, the holoscreen, al-
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ready under heavy interference, suddenly stops.
“We’re on our own now,” Babs says.
“Accept the uncertainty,” Griff chimes in. “Look at
the situation, trust your instincts.”
The four adventurers look ahead to a labyrinth of
cavernous passages. Suddenly, Cavalier spots something.
“There.”
A rodent scurries from the central path. It freezes
when it spots the group of humanoids, then scurries
back down the path from which it came.
“Like Gizmo’s dream,” Cavalier continues. “We follow it?”
Lennigen eyes Cavalier and readies his quasar.
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WHAT IS ARCHAEOLOGY?
By Madison, Super Science Showcase Staff
Archaeology is the study of human activity
through the finding, recovery, study and observation of material objects. Archaeology is related to
Anthropology, the study of humanity, and the two
disciplines often intersect and overlap in many ways.
Archaeologists study humans through the things
they have left behind, and are experts in finding,
documenting and analyzing human artifacts and
developing theories about the people that left them.
They are very meticulous and document all of their
findings very exactly in a method known as Stratigraphy, which records an item’s precise location,
depth and surrounding items that may be associated
with the item found. This exactness allows them to
understand not only the item itself but often the relation of the item with other items from the human
activity of that era.
Archaeology developed as a discipline from the

desire of humans to understand their past, and developed over time from a very haphazard approach
to excavation, where uneducated and unskilled people looted sites, more or less, and wrote about their
findings; to a very detailed method where the site is
studied and documented extensively with the findings published in professional journals after Peer
Review made by other scientists.
Archaeology is an exacting science and requires
rigid documentation of all phases in the finding and
excavation of artifacts. Sites are located by many
techniques, and with the advances of technology,
the number of techniques have increased significantly in the last few decades. Satellite photography, LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and other
types of remote sensing are becoming increasingly
prominent in the location of potential sites. Once a
site is located, it’s surveyed by the use of sophisticated tools to determine the site’s exact size and shape.
Detailed maps of the site are then developed so that
the archaeologist can best know where to begin the
search for artifacts. All of this is documented thoroughly so that other archaeologists can study the
methods and come up with improvements for future site detection, surveying and mapping.
Once the survey is complete, the site is excavated.
There are many ways to excavate and the tools that
are used, whether it be shovels or backhoes, depend
upon the characteristics of the site. One tool that is
almost always used is a Sifter. With a sifter, all dirt

recovered from the site is sifted down to the minutest parts to make sure no archaeological content is
accidentally missed. All items found are documented and their Provenance (exact depth, location, and
their relationship with other articles found near the
object) is documented as well to help in the analysis
and study of the object.
While archaeology was developed by many countries, one of the first (and perhaps main) contributors was England. In the late 1700s and early 1800s,
a self-titled Antiquarian named William Cunnington excavated some ancient barrows (mounds) and
meticulously documented the findings of Neolithic
and Bronze Age items found within them. Others
that contributed greatly to the foundations of modern archaeology include Englishmen Augustus Pitt
Richards and William Flinders Petrie, the latter of
whom was the first man to perform archaeological
study of the pyramids of Egypt.
Sounds great right? Well, if you wanna get out in
the field someday, the study of archaeology is an important but exact science, so plan to hit the books
before you get dirty!
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WHAT’S AT STAKE

September 1954. Colorado.

That fall,

after Mexico, we were back out
west, in Colorado, helping a friend, Quentin Lesage,
who was in a conflict with a local millionaire over
an important Ancestral Pueblo archaeological site.
Seems the millionaire, Akiva Moltoben, wanted to
put a hotel on it. Quentin was hired for the countymandated excavation on the prime piece of land, but
he wasn’t expected to actually find anything. And
when he did, he certainly wasn’t expected to actually
report it and halt the hotel’s construction.
So before he could do any of that, Moltoben’s goons
took his evidence. And so Alton and I went out there
to help him get it back.

BLAAASSTT!
177

The bullet rips through our side view mirror, glass
blistering the rain. I don’t slow down.
“Is everyone all right?” Quentin cries. He’s middle
aged, of Pueblo-descent, hard worn features accenting
his worry. A good man.
“We gotta get off this road,” I say, trying to come off
cool and unrattled, same as my days in combat. But
you never really get used to getting shot at. “Are you
all right back there, Alton?”
“Uh.. uh-huh…”
“The asset! Is it still secure?” asks Quentin.
“For now--aaahhh!” manages my bespectacled and
doubled-over grad student Alton, cut short by my
sharp steering off the side of the dirt road onto the
patchy terrain of the desert badlands. I look in the rear
view mirror to see how well our pursuer’s keeping up.
“You seem to be taking this in stride, John,”
comments Quentin.
“I was in a ball turret during the war,” I confess, “not
my first fracas.” I glance back at my poor grad student
in the rear view. “Hang in there, Alton.”
It’s a thick night; rain, fog, black skies. No moon,
no stars-- no light. I’m going too fast for barely being
able to see twenty feet in front of me. I glance back
once more-- that pair of headlights is still dead on our
tail. Two more blasts of gunfire ring out to prove that
point.
“They’re killers, John,” Quentin accuses, rising a
terrified whimper from Alton. I offer Quentin a glare
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over his choice of words, and then again glance in the
rear view: “Hang on back there.”
The pursuit is merciless. “We’re not gonna lose him
out here,” I finally announce, “and if we get back to
the main roads, staties will stop us.”
Quentin sighs. “We are on the wrong side of the
law on this one, aren’t we? Even if Moltoben didn’t
already have the entire county in his pocket. This is
too important, John. We can’t let them get it back.”
“I know,” I say. I think a moment. I shake my head. I
take a deep breath.
“You buckled up back there Alton?”
“Uh.. huh…”
“What are you doing, John--?” begins Quentin.
SCREECH!
Like a madman, I kill my headlights blind and rip
the 47 Ambassador even further off the beaten path. I
figure at some point in the last 45-minutes of pursuit
we’d crossed over into Mesa Verde National Park,
which meant if we could separate ourselves enough
to get close enough to the canyon-- we could lose him
for good.
After a few minutes of this mad, blind, ridiculously
dangerous driving, I lose sight of the headlights
behind us. I notch back on our idle lights-- they’re
good enough to keep us from smashing high speed
into a cliff face or running off the canyon’s edge.
“We’ve gotta ditch the car,” I say, “look for a way
into the canyon.”
Even with little light, and in this mess of a
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rainstorm, we eventually find something promising-an inlet path dropping down into the cliff faces of the
canyon. I grind the clutch, slamming to a stop, and
disperse flashlights from the back seat to Quentin and
Alton, who’s still doubled over.
“He won’t be lost long,” I say, “we’ve gotta go now!
The rain should dampen our tracks!”
“Bring the asset!” Quentin shouts.
Quentin and Alton scramble out either side.
With him, Alton carries a small canvas sack with a
rectangular wooden box inside. We group close and
flee for the canyon in the dramatic night.

After an hour or so of disappearing deeper and

deeper into the cliffs, we finally find what we’re
looking for-- a safe place to hide. In a deep alcove,
miles from where we ditched the car, we stumble
onto a lesser known cliff dwelling of the Ancestral
Pueblo culture, a pre-historic Native American people
who lived throughout much of the Southwest for
many centuries. They were known for the incredible
architectural structures they left behind-- numerous
intricate, and sometimes massive vertical cliff
dwellings, built of sandstone, mortar and wood into
the large cliff faces of the canyon-- many of which still
stood.
This dwelling is a modest one, similar to a pit house,
likely a single family’s dwelling. There are two rooms,
marked by crude, imperfectly oval doorways carved
from stone centuries before. Near the opposing wall,
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I stop short-- my flashlight, just in time, catching the
rim of a large crevice in the floor of the alcove. It’s
like a giant wound in the stone, and peeking down its
sharp shaft, its shadows carry as far as I can see. It can
swallow a man.
“Keep alert guys,” I say, turning back to face the
dwellings on the opposite wall.
“Will it be safe here, John?” Quentin asks, he and
Alton following me into one of the cramped, low
ceiling chambers. I turn to Quentin.
“It?”
“The asset.”
“We’ll all be safe here,” I assure, “they’d need an
army to track us in this.”
The next few hours we scrounge together a modest
circle of comfort inside the chamber, centered around
a fire struck from matches cobbled out of pockets and
broken wood from the rectangular box in Alton’s sack.
We place our drenched outerwear near the fire to dry,
and huddle close to the flame ourselves, drying the
rest of us.
Alton and I sit in silence; our minds are in different
directions. Quentin sits across from us, cradling an
object wrapped cautiously in a thin cotton fabric, an
object once protected by the broken box we now enjoy
as kindling: the “asset”. What Moltoben’s goons are
seemingly willing to kill for, and proof that Moltoben
is about to bulldoze an important archaeological site.
Legally, Moltoben may own the land. But the truths,
the history, that that site holds buried, belong to all
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of us.
“What’s the plan from here, Quentin?” I ask.
“Morning, we’ll find a place to hide this-- maybe
bury it here, or find somewhere safe to keep in the
crevice yonder. Next week, I can have someonecome
back and get it-- no connections, no trace to me. That’d
still give time to file the injunction before Moltoben’s
groundbreaking.”
Alton, 22 but looks younger, gives me a sheepish
nod. “Do you think they identified us, John?”
I shake my head. “Not us, Alton. We’ll be fine, we’re
a long way from Alabama. Nobody knows us.” He
looks across the fire to Quentin. “But how will you
keep yourself safe, Quentin?
“Let me worry about that.” He smiles, confident,
though I’m not so sure he should be.
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I lean back from my sitting position, rest on my
elbows. “I reckon we’ll split up in the morning. We’ll
have to leave the car, but once we get out of the park
we can probably hitch our way out of this mess,
Alton.” I pause a moment. “I’m sorry for getting you
involved in this.”
Alton just shrugs. “I stand by what we’re doing,
John. Didn’t expect to get shot at-- that’s a new
experience-- but, I’m with you. Whatever it takes.”
“And I’m sorry I got both of you into this,” Quentin
confesses. “But thank you.”

Hours later,

Alton jostles me awake for
my shift to keep watch. I glance at Quentin, who’s
curled up in the far corner of the chamber, still
clasping the asset. Alton collapses where I’d been
sleeping, taking the rolled-up jacket I’d wadded into
a pillow as his own.
I crouch over by the fire and slap my face softly
to wake. There’s a damp, drying paperback near the
fire-- Alton’s, something by Robert Heinlein. I pick
it up, perch by the fire, and half read to keep myself
awake.
About two hours later, nearing the end of my
shift, I pull back my shoulders in a stretch and
yawn-- when I hear it.
CRUNCH. CRUNCH. CRUNCH.
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I freeze. For a moment, I think it’s just a fallen rock,
or a shift in the stone, or maybe even an animal. For
a tense moment, there’s nothing but the rain. Then-CRUNCH. CRUNCH. CRUNCH!
Louder. And this time, followed by the fumbling
swears of a man.
My heart pounds. I’d been in dire straits in the
war, sure, but anyone who tells you they’re ever
comfortable in life or death situations is a liar.
I quickly douse the fire with dirt. His swears are
closer. In this chamber, we’re like fish in a barrel.
My only hope is to outmaneuver him. But make no
mistake-- it’s fight or die.
I crouch at the door of the chamber. In the pitch
black, his muted, shaking flashlight beam, some 30
feet away, is obvious. Somehow he’s tracked us; but he
doesn’t know what he’s about to find. And that still
gives me the advantage.
I quickly scurry out of the chamber and hide in a
recess off the far side of the chamber’s door. From here,
I can still see the approaching figure while almost
completely obscured from his view-- especially if he
does what I would do-- and checks the chamber first.
CRUNCH! CRUNCH!
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The footsteps shuffling closer. The light, cutting,
blinding to my ill adjusted eyes.
CRUNCH! CRUNCH!
He’s almost to the chamber.
CRUNCH!
I can see his face in the ambient spill of the
flashlight. He is a man after all-- not just ceaseless
headlights and a phantom silhouette. He’s large,
hulking, stone-faced, with a thick brow and crooked
chin. I watch his eyes, close. Waiting for his tell.
Waiting for the recognition.
He shines his flashlight into the chamber and
freezes. He chuckles. He’s seen them.
Now’s the time.
I spring forward, tackling the man and knocking
his flashlight to the ground. It crashes, breaks,
the alcove again black as pitch. We scramble and
struggle in the black.
I push, tear at the man, trying to wrestle him to
the ground from behind. He fights back, first trying
to loosen my grip, and then throwing wild desperate
fists back towards me. A few land, but I can take ‘em.
I spin the man around and we both fall. I’m flung
away from the cliff dwellings-- I can’t tell exactly, but
I have to be close to the crevice cut deep in the center
of the alcove. I feel my bearings before standing back
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up.
My eyes are better adjusted to the pitch black
now-- well enough to see the man’s basic form. He
stands and growls, tearing off his coat and slopping
it in a drenched pile on the floor. Then, with
improved mobility, he quickly lunges! I dodge, even
quicker, to my right, skidding sharply on the rocky
floor. Suddenly a scream! Then the graphic sounds
of hands clambering to rock, ripping fabric, the
scratching of a large body-- as it tumbles down the
crevice.
Suddenly flashlights illuminate from the chamber.
Our fracas has woken Alton and Quentin.
“What’s going on?” cries Quentin.
“A light!” I scream. “Bring the light!”
Quentin and Alton both scurry over; I shield my
eyes a moment, readjusting to the light, and point to
the crevice. “Down there!”
The flashlights probe and reveal the granite man
lodged about six feet down from the edge of the
crevice, pinched and hanging by the waist on a thin
jagged lip of stone. He has a hold on the side of the
crevice for now, but the lip isn’t tight enough to pin
him forever, and he has no means of climbing back
out. In little time he’ll slip even deeper.
“Is it him?” asks Quentin.
“I think so,” I say. The man seems to look up, in
obvious agony.
“You gonna help me?” the figure manages. I nod.
“Hang on!” I turn back to a shivering, disbelieving
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Alton. “Alton, get dressed. We’ll have to get back to
town to find help.”
Alton nods. He scurries away towards his things,
while I start thinking through our options-- before
Quentin grabs my arm.
“Are you brain dead?”
I give him a dirty look.
“This man’s been trying to kill us.”
I glance down at the dangling man. “And that gives
us the right to let him die?”
Quentin considers. “Perhaps not. But what about
the asset?”
A beat. I don’t know what to say.
“He doesn’t just want to kill us, John,” says Quentin,
“he wants to kill the truth of what’s out there. We
can’t let that happen.”
“I know what’s at stake,” I say.
“Do you?” persists Quentin, “I’m not sure even I
know exactly what’s at stake yet. We were just getting
started out there. What the site could tell us about the
Ancient Puebloans-- well, we just don’t know. And if
we let Moltoben win, we might never. I won’t let them
kill my ancestry-- I won’t let them kill the truth.”
A struggling fit of laughter engorged with a fit of
bloody coughing alerts us back to the crevice. Quentin
again shines the flashlight down on our predator
turned prey.
“Sounds like you’ve got a vendetta, friend,” the
figure struggles.
“At least I believe in something,” Quentin taunts
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back, “not some hired killer.”
Despite his predicament, the man offers a smug
smile on his gruff face. “The checks clear,” he manages,
“End. The end *cough cough* justifies the means, I
s’pose.”
“And what an end,” Quentin pokes. Again the man
laughs, spits and coughs.
“Who are you?” I ask at the man. “I want to help
you, but we need information. Is there anyone else
with you? Is there anyone else who knows where you
are?”
The man just smiles and coughs.
Alton approaches, hesitant. I motion for his
flashlight. I take it and examine the area of our
altercation. I find the man’s coat.
“What are we doing, John?” Alton asks.
“I’m trying to figure that out,” I whisper.
“What’s that there?” Quentin questions as I kneel to
sift through the wadded coat.
“There might be some indication in here of who
else might know he’s out here.”
I’m suddenly startled, finding the butt of a bulldog
revolver slipping out of an inside pocket. Quietly, I
turn my body so only I can see it, and click open the
chamber. It’s loaded. I return the gun and resume my
search, finding something else of interest-- a small
pin, with a green and gold ivy-like insignia. I lift it to
the light for a closer look, recognizing it.
“What is that, professor?”
“The 4th infantry,” I say. I walk over, back
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overlooking the crevice.
“Were you at Normandy? On D-Day? With the 4th?”
The man looks up, squinting as he stares past my
light. He struggles, but nods.
“Were you in the war?” he asks.
I nod.
I turn back to see Quentin gathering his things fast.
“Let’s hurry.”
“Where are you going?” I ask. Quentin glares back.
“We’ve gotta get out of here. If he found us, someone
else can too.”
“What about the guy?” asks Alton.
“The asset’s all that matters--”
“That’s enough,” I say sternly, “we’re not leaving
him.”
“John, it’s the only option.”
“It’s not right. It’s as good as murder. I thought he
was the killer.”
“I don’t have time for a moral argument,” Quentin
jabs. “We’ve got to get this out of here before it’s in the
wrong hands.”
“So leave him to die?”
“John, if we help that man, what do you think
happens to us? To the asset? We’re arrested, the asset
is buried by Moltoben’s dirty cops, and the site is
destroyed for his gaudy hotel. All that history lost.”
“Not necessarily,” I say, though not even convincing
myself.
“What else could happen? Do you think he’s going
to suddenly grow a conscience? Not turn us in? He’s a
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killer!”
I think a long moment.
“Well. I’m a killer too.”
Quentin jerks, and looks at me, unnerved.
“In the war-- they say it doesn’t count, but I killed
men. I know what that’s like.”
I move over to the slumped coat on the ground. I
pull out the revolver.
“You don’t, Quentin. You don’t want to live with
that. Trust me.”
“John, all that matters is preserving this discovery.”
“Quentin, that’s not all that matters. Taking a life,
it’s-- let’s just say that, in this, it’s you who don’t know
the stakes.”
“John. The end-- the end
justifies the means.”
I glare. The fool. “Then do
what you gotta do.” I offer
him the bulldog.
He scoffs, almost not
believing. “What?”
“If you’re gonna leave him
to die, go ahead and kill him.
Put him out of his misery.”
Quentin just stares at me.
“Leaving a man trapped
to starve to death-- it’s
inhumane. If you’re gonna
kill him, show mercy.”
“John, this man would as
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soon put a bullet in us--”
“Exactly. So you feel justified. It should be easy.”
Quentin considers. Alton watches wide-eyed.
Quentin takes the gun. He walks over to the crevice
edge, and points the flashlight down on the pinned
man. He takes aim.
“We have to preserve this John. The truth is all that
matters.”
I watch a long moment. I was certain this would call
his bluff but-- now I’m not so sure. The granite man,
fighting the blinding slice of light, recognizes what’s
about to happen. For a moment he seems shocked;
then relents, seeming to accept.
Quentin readies the gun. He clicks back the hammer.
I stare an eternity.
His finger flinches-- then stops. He lowers the gun,
uncocks it. He waits a solemn moment.
“How did you know I couldn’t do it?” Quentin
finally asks. I shrug, exhale in slight relief.
“Because the end never justifies the means.”

We left Alton in the alcove to stay with the man

until we returned with the authorities. They had the
man out of the crevice by the next morning, and we
were in handcuffs. Fortunately for us, to Moltoben we
were more nuisance than criminal, and once he had
what he wanted, the charges were dropped. Quentin
was right. We couldn’t stop the cover up that followed.
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By the next spring the hotel was already open.
I still lose sleep nights, thinking about it. What
history we lost.
But not as much as the sleep I’ve lost remembering
the war. I take comfort, sparing a good man that.
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DID YOU KNOW?
World War II was a massive global conflict, and the
ramifications of the war affected, in some way, every
country and every person on the planet. The US was
similarly affected, and most of the population became
involved, in some way, with the war effort, either by
enlisting; helping by buying war bonds or collecting
scrap metal for the war cause; and lots of women even
took traditionally “male” jobs in factories when there
was a labor shortage following male enlistment in the
war. To put the startling numbers of enlistment during
that time into a hard number perspective-- currently,
less than .5 percent of the US population serves in the
armed forces; during World War II it was more than 12
percent!

DISCUSSION
Ancestral Puebloans were an ancient Native American culture that lived in parts of what is now Utah,
Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado, and are most famous for the construction of cliff dwellings-- numerous intricate, and sometimes massive vertical living
and ceremonial structures, built of sandstone, mortar
and wood into the large cliff faces of canyons-- many of
which still stand. Native American histories are an important part of US cultural heritage, and its important
to learn about the Native American cultural history in
your area. What Native American tribes and communities have a history where you live?
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WHO WERE THE
ANCESTRAL PUEBLOANS?
By Steph, Super Science Showcase Staff
The Ancestral Puebloans were an ancient American Indian people that existed from approximately
1200 B.C.E. (Before Common Era) to 1150 C.E. (Common Era.) They were known for their basket-making
and their unusual mode of living: they made their
homes in hollowed-out caves in large cliffs.
The Ancestral Puebloans lived in what is known
today as the Four Corners region: present-day Utah,
Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado. They raised
maize (corn) and squash, which seems to have been
their main sources of nutrition. Their living arrangements were highly communal, with their cliff
dwellings physically connecting all parts of the tribe
to one another. These dwellings were accessible
only by rope or rock climbing, and provided excellent protection from enemies.
The Ancestral Puebloans’ most known habita-

tion is in Chaco Canyon (which is now a National
Historical Park). However, they also lived in at least
two other major sites: Kayena, in Arizona, and Mesa
Verde, which is in New Mexico and Colorado-- and
the location of John and Alton’s adventure. After the
collapse of the Ancient Puebloan civilization, the
remaining tribes people moved from the cliff areas
and ultimately assimilated into other tribes, such as
the Pueblo (obviously), the Hopi and the Zuni.
The Ancestral Puebloans drew many petroglyphs
(drawings that were etched on the walls of their cave
dwellings). These petroglyphs have been preserved
due to the extraordinarily dry conditions of the canyons where they lived, and typically showed hunting scenes which are thought to have been made
as a type of sympathetic magic: a common belief
held by many prehistoric peoples that drawing a
scene will make that scene a reality. Many other of
the petroglyphs show astronomical images. Some
scientists believe the Ancestral Puebloans drew a
petroglyph of the well-documented supernova in
1054 C.E. that formed the horseshoe crab nebula
known as the “sun daggers petroglyph.”
The Ancestral Puebloans’ baskets were traded
widely throughout North and Central America. The
baskets have been found in Mexico and in Canada,
which likely means they were traded many, many
times to end up so far from where they came from.
Many baskets were found in the abandoned cliff
dwellings, some still containing remnants of corn,

squash and cotton (which was used to make colorful clothing), and it seems likely that the dwellings
were abandoned quickly, or that the population decreased significantly over a brief time period.
Scientists are uncertain why the Ancient Puebloans abandoned their dwellings and their unique
way of life. Some believe it was due to a sustained
dry climate that made it impossible to grow their
crops; others that it was because of a revolution,
where the workers overthrew the ruling elite. Some
even think sustained warfare might have been the
cause. No one, at this point, actually knows-- but
this unique society lasted over 2000 years and was
a highly influential culture. There is evidence that
other societies adopted their basket-making methods, and they made some of the earliest roads in
North America (possibly even the first road in the
entire continent!). In fact, to date, over 200 miles of
Ancient Puebloan roads have been identified. Who
knows what other great remnants from the Ancient
Puebloan culture is there still waiting to be found?

GLOSSARY
By the Super Science Showcase Staff
Anthropology the study of human societies and cultures and their development.
Antiquarian someone who studies history with particular attention to artifacts, archaeological and historic sites, or historic archives and manuscripts.
Archaeology the study of human activity through
the recovery and analysis of left behind materials.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) the theory, development
and implementation of computer systems able to
perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition,
decision-making, translation between languages,
etc.
Asphalt a mixture of sand, gravel and bituminous
pitch, used to pave most modern roads.
Assembly Language a low-level code of symbols
converted by an assembler.
Astronomical relating to the natural science that
studies space and the stars.

“Bread and Circuses” a political or societal philosphy
by those in power used to control common people by
keeping them “fed and happy” with meaningless entertainment; most notably used in Ancient Rome.
British Crown the reigning Monarchy (King or
Queen) of the United Kingdom; now a mostly ceremonial position.
Colloquial casual communication used in a geographic area.
Dwellings a place of residence.
Empirical verifiable by observation or experience,
not just theory or logic.
Exotic originating from a distant place or foreign
country.
Ferocious determined aggressiveness.
Forage search widely for food.
Four Corners Region region in the United States
made up of four southwestern states-- Colorado,
Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico.
Garden of Intelligence (or Ling-yu) ancient Chinese
zoo created by King Wen of Zhou.
Goals (Artificial Intelligence) wanted outcomes
from a piece of artificial intelligence software.
Grade (roads) a measure of the road’s steepness as it
rises and falls along its route.
Habitat an animals natural home or environment.
Horseshoe Crab Nebula supernova remnant in the
constellation of Taurus.
Hyperarousal the “flight or fight” response that occurs in the body in response to a perceived threat.

LIDAR a surveying method that measures distance
to a target by illuminating it with a laser and measuring the reflection with a sensor.
Metropolitan area in and around a large city.
Mirror Neurons a neuron (or a cell in the brain that
carries information through electrical impulses)
that fires when an animal acts and when it observes
the action of another, “mirroring” the other’s behavior.
Noblesse Oblige an assumed responsibility by the
wealthy and privileged to give to those with less
privilege.
Pathogens bacterium or virus that can cause a disease.
Patronage Position a politically-appointed occupation, typically filled not by the most qualified candidate, but rather by someone with political connections.
Peer Review the evaluation of work by individuals
with similar competences as those producing the
work.
Petroglyphs image or drawing created by carving
onto a rock’s surface.
Provenance the timeline of the ownership, custody
or location of an historical object.
Queen Hatshepsut fifth pharaoh of the Eighteenth
Dynasty of Egypt, who came to power in 1478 BC.
Relatable ability of someone or something to make
someone else identify with them; to feel like they are
dealing with the same experiences or challenges.

Roman Empire a massive geographical empire,
established by Augustus in 27 BC, whose culture,
economy and political systems laid the foundation
for much of the modern Western world.
Royal Appointed Surveyor of Roads local official
(in 18th Century England) responsible for overseeing and maintaining roads.
Safari expedition to observe or hunt animals in
their natural habitat.
Satellite photography images of Earth or other
planets collected by imaging satellites.
Shulgi second king of the Third Dynasty of Ur, a
Summerian city that was part of Messopotamia, and
was located in what is now modern Iraq.
Sifter device used to sift through unearthed dirt at
an archaeological site to separate any small artifacts
that might still be present.
Sounder pack of wild pigs.
Stagecoach a large closed horse-drawn vehicle used
to carry passengers and other cargo, like mail.
Stratigraphy a branch of geology focused on the
study of rock layers and layering.
Sub-Symbolic (Artificial Intelligence) methods of
sub-symbolic artificial intelligence manage to approach intelligence without specific representations
of knowledge, unlike symbolic methods.
Supernova explosion of a star.
Swine Flu Virus human respiratory infection
caused by a strain of flu started by pigs.

Symbolic (Artificial Intelligence) symbolic artificial
intelligence is the collection of all methods in artificial intelligence research that are based on high-level “symbolic” (human-readable) representations of
problems, and was the dominant paradigm of AI research from the mid-1950s until the late 1980s.
Sympathetic Magic primitive ritual using symbolic
images in hopes of making what’s depicted in the images occur in real life.
Sympathy Response feeling sorry for something or
someone, usually triggered involuntarily through
your emotions.
Tiergarten Schonbrun the world’s largest continuing
running zoo, located in Vienna, Austria, and in operation since 1752.
Turing Test the Turing test, developed by Alan Turing in 1950, is a test of a machine’s ability to exhibit
intelligent behavior equivalent to, or at least indistinguishable from, that of a human.
Vicariously experiencing something through your
imagination or through another persons actions.
Virtual (or Digital) Assistants a digital assistant is a
software agent that can perform tasks or services for
an individual.

